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Niels Jorgen Gimsing, Hattensens Alle 11, Copenhagen, Denmark : } 7 ‘ | 
Technical University of Copenhagen (Graduate) | sa i 

and aa oe ) be 
Hans Nyvold, Ulrikkenborg, Alle 62, Lyngby, Denmark | XK 
Technical University of Denmark (Graduate) y . : 

f . . 

These students won $9,000 for bridge designs 
American Bridge Division of United States Steel ards. In addition to the winners, many of the designs 

recently awarded $44,000 in world-wide competition entered were so outstanding that they will be pub- 

for the best designs of small steel bridges. Professional lished later. 

engineers and college engineering students partici- Bridge design is a good example of what can be 

pated. Designs came in from 50 states and 40 foreign done with steel and imagination. But, it’s only one 

countries. From these entries, 15 winners were chosen, example. There are thousands of other uses for steel 

eight professional awards and seven student awards. ... and it takes thousands of men to make and sell 

They were selected under the supervision of the steel. If you want to know about engineering oppor- 

American Institute of Steel Construction. The judges tunities at U.S. Steel, write to United States Steel, 525 

were prominent consulting engineers and architects. William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. 
They judged the designs on the basis of originality, USS is a registered trademark 

economy, appearance and the utilization of steel. The 

bridges had to carry two-lane traffic over a four-lane 1 

interstate highway in accordance with AASHO stand- United States Steel 
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Westinghouse Metallurgists, Dr. M. J. Fraser (foreground) and Dr. H. W. Weart, prepare to photograph a molten alloy sample as one step 
in the determination of liquid-solid interfacial energy. These direct experimental measurements are the first of their kind ever attempted. 

new alloy to make your idea practical 
The Metallurgy Lab helps Westinghouse engineers solve in the Metallurgy Laboratory. Even the toughest prob- 
problems involving the need for special alloys and other lems are easier to solve with this kind of help. 
new materials. If an engineer’s idea requires a new kind If you have ambition and real ability, you can have a 
of material to withstand high temperatures or one with rewarding career with Westinghouse. Our broad prod- 
unusual magnetic or thermoelectric properties, the men uct line, decentralized operations, and diversified tech- 
in the Metallurgy Lab may be able to develop it for him. nical assistance provide hundreds of challenging 

This laboratory, one of the largest of its kind in the opportunities for talented engineers. 
country, uses both basic and applied research to come Want more information? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle, 
up with a spectrum of new materials with a variety of Westinghouse Educational Department, Ardmore & 
properties. One typical activity is the development of Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania. 
alloys of high melting point metals like tungsten, tan- 
talum and niobium for use in reactors. Another is a study ’ 
of deformation and fracture, which will add to the store YOU CAN BE SURE oe FITS 
of metallurgical knowledge engineers in other depart- * 

ments can call on to solve their specific problems. h 
The young engineer at Westinghouse isn’t expected e S tl n ou Sse 

to know all of the answers. The work we do is often too 

advanced for that. Instead, each man’s abilities and WATCH WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL- DESI ARNAZ SHOWS 
knowledge are backed up by that of specialists like those CBS-TV FRIDAYS 
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At the General Motors Research Laboratories, physicists employ 

radioactive isotopes and other ultra-modern techniques and tools 

in their search for new scientific knowledge and an understanding 

of the many laws of nature that continue to perplex mankind. 

Although a lot depends on a man’s ability, enthusiasm and 
growth potential, there’s every chance for advancement in 

many fields for General Motors scientists and engineers. There’s 

virtually no limit to opportunity at GM. Fields of work are 
as varied as radioactive isotope research, astronautics, auto- 

mobiles, aircraft engines and inertial guidance systems—to 

mention but a few. 

2 If you wish to pursue postgraduate studies, GM offers financial 
00 WL CC ‘see aid. And since each GM division is autonomous yet related, 

you can grow in two directions—up through your own division, 
e or to the side to other divisions. 

into Li C For an exciting, rewarding career, see your Placement 

Officer or write to General Motors, Salaried Personnel Place- 

fuye of th in S ment, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

§ i 
Th 

GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, 

Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, Aeronautical and Ceramic Engineering ¢ Mathematics © Industrial | 

Design ¢ Physics ¢ Chemistry @ Engineering Mechanics © Business Administration and Related Fields 
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SF mL a At one time, grease used in wheel bearings of supersonic jet planes would melt during landings—would even 
a ., catch fire! Now this has been solved by a revolutionary new grease developed by Standard Oil research. 

| \ S@ieg , Meet th ho put th | |) \ See eet the man who put the grease 
6 . 
(ee. d Ii At * co ee mee, ee in greased lightning! 

fc as a ee : €. ¢ ‘ i 
7 — . f i i When men started probing into space and flying used in industry, serving more efficiently and 

fg S79 at speeds faster than sound, they met a new more economically than previous greases under 
. of 499 ~—and baffling lubrication problem. conditions of extreme heat and extreme cold. 

When ai sa aides eine béivings tadergo tem- Existing greases were good either in cold or _It is another example of a major contribu- 
perature changes from —40° up to 450°. heat, but not in both. A grease was needed that tion to progress from Standard Oil’s research 

ae Juchard Hi Leet, who helped de- would not break down under extreme changes _ laboratories. Other examples of the same thor- 
ase that could withstand such pun- i ah 

ishment, is shown working in the ‘Standard in temperature—from bitter cold one minute to ough and painstaking research are the gaso- 
Oil research laboratory. blow-torch heat the next. lines and oils millions of motorists buy daily at 

CS | Lubrication experts in the research labora. Standard service stations throughout the 

: cS tories of Standard Oil, headed.by Dr. Richard Midwest and Rocky Mountain region. 
be P| c H. Leet, had foreseen the need for sucha grease. What Makes A Company A Good Citizen? 

— a : {L] And when America’s future jet growth hinged One gauge is a company’s usefulness...its con- 
| th 4 on the development of a revolutionary new tribution to the general welfare. Through re- 

: fC fj) grease, it was ready—as the result of a five-year search, Standard constantly strives to develop | 
oe oo research project. products that will strengthen America’s defenses 

eee a Because of the unique qualities and great and help millions of people in their work, in their 
a sy es versatility of this new grease, it is also being homes, andontheroad—today and in the future. 

ee Bh. eel 

ee i: 
Rockets and missiles have moving parts that. 9 59 a STANDARD Rocka ond mises avemoving pers tise % [59% STANDARD OIL COMPANY “Gi 
to 450°. Another special Standard Oil grease tverseeyo i0 THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 
can do this job without breaking down. THROUGH RESEARCH 
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Sir James Jeans...on the quest for knowledge 

“Yet we may reflect that physics and philosophy are at be a matter for surprise that our race has not succeeded 

most a few thousand years old, but probably have lives in solving any large part of its most difficult problems in 

of thousands of millions of years stretching away in front the first millionth part of its existence. Perhaps life would 

of them. They are only just beginning to get under way, be a duller affair if it had, for to many it is not knowledge 

and we are still, in Newton's words. like children playing but the quest for knowledge that gives the greater interest 

with pebbles on the sea-shore, while the great ocean of to thought — to travel hopefully is better than to arrive.” 

truth rolls, unexplored, beyond our reach. It can hardly Physics and Philosophy, 1942 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public. interest 
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YOUR TASK FOR THE FUTURE 

Since its inception nearly 23 years ago, tier will advance at an accelerated rate. will be made of the moon and the plan- 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given The preliminary instrument explora- ets and of the vast distances of inter- 

the free world its first tactical guided mis- tions that have already been made only Planetary space; hard and soft landings 
sile system, its first earth satellite, and seem to define how much there is yet will be made in preparation for the time 
its first lunar probe. to be learned. During the next few years, when man atlast sets foot on new worlds. 

In the future, under the direction of the payloads will become larger, trajectories In this program, the task of JPL is to 

National Aeronautics and Space Admin- will become more precise, and distances gather new information for a better un- 

istration, pioneering on the space fron- covered will become greater. Inspections derstanding of the World and Universe. 

“We do these things because of the unquenchable curiosity of | Who, at this present time, can predict what potential benefits 
Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and to man exist in this enterprise? No one can say with any accu- 
then setting out to find the answers. In the course of getting racy what we will find as we fly farther away from the earth, 
these answers, he has provided practical benefits to man that __ first with instruments, then with man. It seems to me that we 
have sometimes surprised even the scientist. are obligated to do these things, as human beings.’ 

“Who can tell what we will find when we get to the planets? DR. W. H. PICKERING, Director, JPL 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields : 
INFRA-RED « OPTICS ¢ MICROWAVE ¢ SERVOMECHANISMS * COMPUTERS ¢ LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION * ENGINEERING MECHANICS 

STRUCTURES © CHEMISTRY « INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 
Send professional resumé for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory. 
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Editorial 
There once was a fellow named guesser morning planned, give them a quiz. It gets you off g & P. » § 1 gets ) 
Whose knowledge grew lesser and lesser. the hook, even though you haven’t taught them 
It at last grew so small anything to quiz them on. 

He knew nothing at all, 6. Never give any kind of practical examples. If you 
And now he’s a college professor. have had industrial experience, keep it a secret. If 

ANONYMOUS you are unfamiliar with industry, make no attempt 

: wos < to gain practical experience which you could pass 
After receiving storms of protest as a result of my eel . ° 
_. 5 z : ent on to your students. 

satirical comments on students’ determination to “not 7 Al . id leolane ae ardent | 

| get an education” in the November issue, I feel it is ; ms Be cree ce bee ic nk | ents : a Pat 
a aterla a v 2 STCe a 

my duty to even matters and hear some protest from Ee cia ight yn hi h iS a ms fhe ore ¢ ' ¥ srceive which matters they are 
the instructors also. With this introduction I will em- em you might perceive which matters they are 
bark on these simple rules on HOW TO NOT GIVE having trouble understanding. Talk in an incom- 
AN EDUCATION ° prehensible vocabulary so that if you make mis- 

1. When lecturing to a class, it is important to slur _— he wont iene on 1 isco talking about, 

words, mumble to the blackboard, write illegibly, ane ; es ms ne pose Me Ciscovery tat you 
and block the students’ view with your huge hulk May! DEVE, REED WEODE: : : 
of a body. 8. When students from another engineering depart- 

2. Always lecture and teach exactly what is found in ment come over to take a basic course in your field, 
the textbooks. It is foolish to expect that engineers make it unmercifully hard. Show those idiots from 
can read. Twelve years of secondary education other departments that yours is the most difficult 
hasn’t taught them the difficult process of perusal. of the engineering majors. Another good practice is 

3. Never give a student extra time for “ANY” work. to spend valuable lecture time degrading the other 

There is no reason why your student shouldn't be engineering departments. 
doing thermo problems while on his honeymoon, 9. A good morale booster for yourself is to snow the 
waiting for news of becoming a father, interview- students with your vast knowledge by pulling long 

ing for a job, having an arm amputated, studying formulae out of your head without explaining their 
for tomorrow’s exams in seven of his eight courses, origin or derivation. 

or writing an editorial for the Wisconsin Engineer. 10. When the semester draws to a close, remember to 

4. When students hand in problems or complete ex- include everything on the final exam which you 
ams, don’t worry about ever correcting or handing have neglected to teach your students during the 
them back. Students might review them and raise course. 
the curve on the final. In report courses never give Follow the above practices, and you will be wasting 
the reports a grade; just give them a check. Let the students’ valuable time, and you will certainly “not 
them think they are doing well until the final, and give an education.” By avoiding these methods you 
then tell them they must write a 101 on the final in might develop the students into the technically com- 

| order to pass the course. petent engineers our country so sorely needs. 
5. When you have a hard night at home, a bad night 

at poker, or an over-enthusiastic interest in a TV Donatp D, RoEBER 
Western and don’t get your lecture for the next Editor 

One of the largest aluminum parts now being used in the automotive industry is the auto- 
matic transmission casing produced by Ford Motor Company at its Sheffield, Ala., plant. The 
24-pound, bell-shaped cases are cast in complex, three-sided permanent molds at the new 

di facility which turns out 67 different aluminum parts. Redesigning and use of the light metal 
casing enabled Ford engineers to reduce the weight of the 1959 Ford automatic transmission 
by about 50 pounds. The new 2-speed automatic transmission, completely installed with all 
linkage, now weighs only about 18 pounds more than a standard-shift transmission. 

—From News Department, Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan 
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THE CAMERA — 
What to know before se- 

. . | 

lection of a still camera 

by James H. Fraser me’60 

{ 

ASICALLY the camera is very ject distance is either estimated, spring apart and then snap back 
B simple; merely consisting of a measured by use of a separate — together. On simple cameras there 

light tight box with a film in rangefinder, or measured with a — may be just a single blade which 
the back and an opening in the — tape. A rangefinder is an optical uncovers and then recovers the 
front for the image to come in. The — device used to measure distance. opening; this type is not effective 
opening, on a practical camera, — The principal is that a person look- at high speeds because it allows 
consists of a lens mounted so that ing in the eyepiece sees part of the _ part of the lens to be uncovered for 
it can be moved back and forth for object directly through the hole in longer periods than the rest. Focal 
focusing, a diaphragm to control — mirror 1 and the rest of the object plane shutters consist of a curtain 
the size of the opening, and a shut- _is reflected onto mirror 1 by mirror of metal or cloth which has a slit | 
ter to control the length of time the — 2. For an object at a certain dis- in it. This curtain is moved across ; 
lens is transmitting light to the tance from the rangefinder there is in front of the film exposing only a 

film. only one position of mirror 2 that portion of it at a time. This type is 
will give a continuous image of the not used at slow speeds for pic- 

The Lens object. In a rangefinder mirror 2 is tures of objects that have motion 
A lens may consist of one piece mounted on a movable axis and the _ because a distorted picture results. 

of glass or many pieces carefully mirror is controlled by a knob that — Shutter speeds are expressed as 
ground and fitted together. The is calibrated in distance for its vari- fractions of a second and range 
speed of the lens is determined by ous positions. If the rangefinder is from 1 second to 1/2000 second. 
comparing its diameter to its focal built into the camera and moves . 
length. This comparison is ex- the lens back and forth as the The Viewfinder 
pressed as f/number; an f/8 lens image is lined up it is known as a Another necessary part of the 
being one whose diameter is one- coupled rangefinder. The third way camera is the viewfinder which is 
cighth its focal length. The speed of focusing a camera is through the used to aim the camera at the sub- 
of a lens is a measure of its light use of a ground glass. If a piece of ject. Direct viewing cameras are 
transmitting ability; speeds range — ground glass is put in the position. those which have a simple type of 
from f/1.1 for the most expensive the film ordinarily occupies and viewfinder to aim the camera. The 
cameras to £/16 for box cameras. — the shutter opened the image can direct viewing viewfinders are one 
The relative speed of any two lens be seen on the ground glass. If the of two types, those which are held 
openings varies inversely as the — image is focused on the glass, the in front of the eye and viewed 
square of their f/number. From glass removed, and the film re- looking straight ahead (eye level) j 
this it can be seen that an f/2 placed the camera will be set as and those which are viewed look- 
opening transmits 16 times as much far as focusing is concerned, ing downward (waist level). These 
light as an f/8 lens. viewfinders are made of plain glass 

. The Shutter or simple meniscus (one piece) 
Focusing The shutter can be of two types, __ lenses. 

Cameras are focused in one of either a between the lens type or a The other type of viewfinder is 
three ways: by a footage scale on — focal plane type. Both types get — the reflex type in which the sub- 
the camera, by a rangefinder, or by their names from their position in ject is viewed through a_ lens; 
ground glass focusing. With the — the camera. The between the lens — either the lens used to take the 
footage scale, the camera to sub- type usually consists of leafs which picture or another one of equal 
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quality. It is constructed very sim- . 
ilarly to the waist level finder just — Bim, ct 
mentioned, In this type of view- Re tad ree a) if ot 

finder the image of the object is Brae “ ‘ = \ 4 
focused on a ground glass that is at a ae i dey 
the same size as the film and the 4 tea f \ cl 
same distance away from the lens a ‘Boer — 
as the film, but placed at 90 de- ——— “a . 
grees to the lens, the image being { . — 

bent by a mirror or prism. The oe mi ee 
name reflex comes from the bend- ; et Os igomaill 

ing of the image by the mirror. : 5 ~~ fe. 

The Box Camera | : a ’ / iss a 

The most widely used and the : = Lh ae ad i 
easiest to use camera is the box ae e . a bra Bf 
camera. Most cameras of this type ee So i YK. = J y 

. : a i of 
have a body made of plastic or oe ee s% ae” 1 
metal, a simple fixed focus lens y ne OS «Sal b 
rated between f/11 and f/16, a Ao ee 
single speed shutter in the range a . 
of 1/40 to 1/60 second, and a sim- ———— } . 
ple viewfinder. In addition to this ™ 
most box cameras are equipped 
with some sort of flash synchron- 
ization to enable pictures to be This is an example of a 35 mm roll film camera. 

| taken under poor lighting condi- 
tions. 

The cost of these cameras ranges cial attachments. Most of these — type with the lens in a_ helical 
between $5.00 and $30.00. Acces- cameras use 127, 120 or 620 film — mount. This camera, as well as all 
sories available include flash at- | Which give from 6 to 16 negatives cameras described after this, is 
tachments, close up and cloud — per roll. All of them use either available with adjustable lens open- 
attachments, and cases. The main black and white or negative type ings, focusing lens, and adjustable 

advantages of the box camera are Color film. Some of the newer mod- shutter speeds. Roll film cameras 
its ease of use and low cost. It is els have another faster lens open- are available in a wide range of 
extremely easy to use—all that has | ing which allows taking of positive | models ranging from non adjust- 
to be done is aim it at the subject color pictures (slides) and other — able models similar to box cameras 
and snap the shutter. The lens _ types of pictures in cloudy weather. to models for exacting work. In the 

opening, shutter speed, and focus- medium price range lenses are 
ing are all permanently adjusted Roll Film Cameras available from £/3.5 to £/6.3 and 

for average conditions. Some of the A more flexible camera and a shutter speeds to 1/200 second. The 
limitations of the box camera are very popular type is the roll film most expensive models have finer 
the inability to take action pictures camera. There are two types of roll _ lenses and faster shutters. Focusing 
because of the fixed shutter speed film cameras; the folding type with | methods range from footage scales 
and the inability to take pictures the lens mounted on the front of a on the cheaper models to coupled 
closer than 6 to 8 feet without spe- bellows and less commonly the box _ rangefinders on the better models. 

, Prices range from $10.00 for the 
simpler types to $500.00 for the 
most expensive professional mod- 

~~ Mj els, but most are in the $40.00 to 
Ne Ivror 1 $100.00 range. Roll film cameras 

\ —s to usually use 120 or 620 film, which 
\ ae is available in black and white and 

—— either positive or negative color 
\ ~ film. Accessories available include: 

\ ae filters, close up lens, flash, and 
SH. adapters for other sizes of film. 

\ ae ee The roll film camera is very com- 

\ See ~~ Object pact when folded up and opens 
ul quickly for use. An adjustable roll 

Mirror 2 film camera can make good _pic- 
tures under a variety of conditions. 
Action and available light (pic- 
tures taken under poor lighting 

This Diagram shows how the range finder works. (Continued on next page) 
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i lenses, which are available in wide 
: angle and telephoto models, in- 

: crease the versatility of the camera 
i ae oe greatly. Many 35 mm cameras have 

j ; ip, other features such as (1) built in 

a ‘ fe Lo ae light meters to determine the cor- 

| 7“ na Sy i ks = 1 rect exposure, (2) single stroke 
[CC a) fF eS Am : = io | i film advance which enables one to 

a ....-. a ff Kee 7 take pictures in rapid succession, 
i | eee Lik PERLEX Sc (3) built in self timer that enables 

Wwe Roe RETINA REELET = | the photographer to get into the 

~~ A ea Se ee pane | : picture. The only limitation the 
| Pp ] ge eo —— mo Lo 35 mm camera has is that because 

ae iS / et _ of the small size of the film it can- 
an Je es ’ : A Vf Me a ao not be retouched and enlargements 

y a & A geil) : are always necessary to see the pic- 
Oi faa tures. Also the long rolls of film are 

Le if. ef a inconvenient when only a few pic- 
owe e Bi tures are taken and the results are 

rT A | im w Pa | wanted before the rest of the film 
\ Wade a can be used. 

me VL A , ; 
me VAS ZL if : 

| K NS Sire Virus Press and View Cameras 

, « ee << ge Press and view cameras are the 
— _ <2 largest type cf still camera made. a gest typ 

The press camera is usually smaller 
: than the view camera and is pri- 

| marily used in the field while the | 
This is an example of a single lens reflex camera that uses 35 mm film. view camera is primarily used in 

the studio and for landscapes and 
similar types of pictures. Press 

(Continued from last page) cessories are available including: — CAMeTes have fairly fast lenses, 
= a Loe . > . . ° £/3.5 to £/6.3, very fast shutters and 

conditions with the existing light) filters, close up lenses, flash and 
ictures. an sibl ith b : aonvine Attachments, 38 wut film are used for almost every type of 

pic ike. pa 5 Bossi) Tt with etter ees te 12 20) and 36 sHOSuTE picture. They are commonly made 

models of this type. The camera is aS ADL ety Ns (AEN. 20 EME . into three negative sizes, 2Y%4 x 3Y%, 
limited because no interchangeable Cartridges which provide plenty of 3Yy, x 44, and 4.x 5. The 4.x 5 is 

lenses are available for it, which Ta Flan peo oe | ne used where large negatives, that 
prevents the taking of telephoto am Film is avai eDAC\ Ue blac an can be easily retouched, are needed 
and wide angle pictures. white, and color with both positive — ajsy_ where large contact prints 

and negative type available for (prints the same size as the nega- 
35 mm Cameras each. Because of the small size of tive) are desired. The smaller sizes 

The most popular of the adjust- the film and the length of the rolls, are easier to handle and more com- 

able type cameras is the 35 mm 35 mm film iS very Inexpensive pact te carry. Press cameras are 
camera which is the most versatile when considered on the cost per usually used with sheet film, 
earners. made and, has. bean used “Picture basis. ; although they can be adapted for 
for almost every type of picture Because of the short focal length — use with roll film. Either focal 
conceivable, The camera gets. its of the lens, 50 mm, it is possible to plane shutters with speeds to 

name from the size of film it uses— make lenses of extremely high 1/1200 second or between the lens ' 

35 mm movie type with perforated speed for the 35 mm camera. shutters with speeds to 1/800 sec- 

edges. Because of the size of the Lenses of these speeds, f/2 and — ond can be used. Focusing is ac- 

film (about one inch wide) 35 mm faster, are not made for larger complished by use of the footage 
: cameras because of their size, dif- scale, ground glass, or coupled 

cameras are usually very small and ni asTidan. of 3 3 > . I 
: ’ 2 ficulties in production and ex- rangefinder. 

are sometimes called miniature tremely high cost. Because of this . ; . 
cameras, Most 35 tam eanieras remely high cost. Because ot this Prices range from $30.00 for the 

nee ou s ae the field of available light photog- sheapes lel witl lens or 
have an f/4.5 or faster lens, shutter raphy ie dominated by the’ 35 cheapest, model without Jens: ot 
apeeds of at least 1/200 seeond. raphy 1s dominated by the 99 mm shutter on upward depending on 

i dail Gwe the qost inexpensive, (oe Inherent with the focal the accessories desired. There are 
haw * a! a ae ee ke length of the lens is great depth of a wide variety of accessories avail- 
ave 2 > re Fe: aS > a ic. ane aS ST © + . ae 4 
TENE COUR OTe ape Mies: The field, which enables. focusing, at the able including (1) adapters for roll 
more expensive models have shut- same time, on subjects both close gm (2) film packs, (3) Polaroid 

ters with speeds to 1/1200 second to and far away from the camera. film, and (4) rangefinders that can 

and the fastest lens made f/ LI. Another feature of this camera is be used in the dark. Many types of 
The price range is from $25.00 to that many models are available accessory lenses are available, in- 

over $500.00. A wide variety of ac- with interchangeable lenses. These cluding extreme wide angles and 
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telephotos. One feature of the press nme j 

camera is choice of viewing avail- _ / w_£i— 
able—ground glass on the back of be eae oo ek it > 
the camera or direct viewing on ce —— ( - NX 
top. The bellows of the camera can ea A. a » 
be lifted, dropped, tilted, or shifted ee LE le N 

for correction of distortion or spe- pee / oe a \ 
: E Ul “0 

cial effects. The bellows can be ex- iesetreerettcccienscerts ag eo \ 
tended foreward for extreme close- Buti sini ai : 2 a) 
ups. The limitations of the press eo e.!lUlUC PD) 
camera are its bulkiness and high <i SF GMs oF R ge) on : _«  e 4 
cost of film. i: \ Co S 

The view camera is available in { wn 15 \ ge 
sizes from 4 x 5 to 16 x 20. Because ' Bee QC 
they are so bulky, they use such 2a oF?! NG... i. 
large and expensive film and are ' = {ff wy Se 
suited to only a few subjects; the Sa 80: ee ] _— 
use of view cameras is limited to =) ha a A 
professionals and a few highly ad- = “*° F 
vanced amateurs. They are priced SS fe i i 
from $20.00 without lens and offer <4) oe 3 : 
features much the same as press at) (LE : 

cameras except on a larger scale. ae ey # : 

Single Lens Reflex Cameras E Hveaeerrecte 5 

There are two types of reflex = ape cesimeaesiertie Es - atm ot : ee’ Be gy aad ae 
cameras, single lens reflex cameras oo = | 
and twin lens reflex cameras. On ' + 7 / 

the single lens reflex focusing and : a aNanmnpuNaS - 

viewing are accomplisied PY he This is an example of a twin lens reflex camera that uses 120 or 620 film. 

The complication is that since there 
is only one lens, the mirror must be . 
moved out of the way while the Twin Lens Reflex Cameras Its feature is that it develops the 
picture is being taken. This is done The twin lens reflex camera dif- print in the camera in one minute 
by hinging the mirror and having — fers from the single lens reflex in and therefore meets the need of the 
it fold out of the way an instant — that it has a lens for viewing and person who does not like to de- 
before the picture is taken. This focusing and another separate lens velop his own pictures or wait to 
means that there is an instant when for taking the picture. Most cam- get them back from_ processing. 
the subject is not in view and to eras of this type use 120 or 620 Polaroid cameras are of the folding 
some people this is irritating, film, although the 127 size is gain- type and are available with either 
although it does not limit the use ing popularity. The fastest lens £/4.7 or £/8 lenses and shutter 
of the camera in any way. The available for this camera is f/2.8; speeds to 1/100 or 1/300 seconds. 

shutter is of the focal plane type shutter speeds up to 1/400 second Polaroid cameras range in price 
since it must be behind the mirror | are common. The price range for from $72.75 to $169.50. Films are 
so as not to cut out the image while this camera is from $25.00 to available in the normal black and 
focusing and aiming the camera. — $250.00. white type and in black and white 
These cameras are available in One advantage of the twin lens transparency type. A wide variety 
35 mm, 127, 620, and 120 and are __ reflex is that the exact image is in of accessories are available. 
all constructed the same basically, sight throughout the picture taking . 
the faster lenses being available on cycle. The waist level finding that Subminiature Cameras 
the smaller sizes. The advantage of _ is an inherent property of the reflex Subminiature cameras were once 
the single lens reflex is that one can type camera is supplemented with — used only for police work or as a 
see exactly what he is taking; there an _eyelevel finder on some models _ novelty, but recently they have 
is no parallax or difference cf sub- | and some models can be adapted been developed into quality cam- 
ject seen by the viewfinder and the for use with 35 mm film. Limita- eras capable of taking good _pic- 
lens. This is the reason that these tions of this type of camera are: tures. They are called subminiature 

cameras are used extensively in (1) parallax at close distances and cameras because they are smaller 

medicine and _ scientific research. (2) no interchangeable lenses are than the 36 mm miniature camera. 
The depth of field is always visible available for most models, There are many styles from the box 
in the viewfinder also. Other than type to a highly advanced camera. 
these features, single lens reflex “Picture in a Minute” Cameras Most of them use film of the 16 mm 
cameras have about the same fea- Since its introduction shortly | movie type or a special film of 
tures as other cameras using the after WWII the Polaroid Land — small size. Because cf their small 
same size film. Camera has been a huge success. (Continued on page 47) 
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The Increasing Importance of 
| 

Al e e ° 

uminum in Automotive Industry 
. Oy 

by Edmund R. Reif me’60 

FTER years of playing only a continually decreasing. There are when the trend reversed. The lat- 

A small part in the American several reasons for this situation. ter trend is of great concern to the 

automotive industry, alumi- Car buyers have developed a lik- auto industry and provides real in- 

num is rapidly gaining much con- ing for more pleasing, but not al- centive for the use of light metals. 

sideration and will undoubtedly ways most efficient, automatic Until 1954, most car manufacturers 

become of major importance to the _ transmissions, for greatly increased were able to keep up with the in- 

industry within the next few years. performance in terms of ability to creasing performance and weight, 

Until now, production applica- accelerate rapidly, and for an ever and still show an increase in miles- 

tions of aluminum in the auto in- increasing number of power oper- per-gallon. Since that time, how- 

dustry, despite their excellent de- ated accessories. But the most in- ever, there has been a losing battle 

sign factors, have lagged because sidious factor is the yearly increase to try to offset the increasing car 

of two principal reasons; the first in vehicle weight. weights by improving engine effi- 

being the lack of components de- Curb weight of the average pas- ciency. 

signed to take advantage of the senger car increased from approxi- One important way to improve 

specific properties of aluminum, mately 3800 pounds in 1946 to economy is to reduce the weight 

and the second being the failure 4400 pounds in 1958. Highway fuel of the automobile, and a good 

to apply mass production tech- economy improved until 1954, place to start is with the engine. 

niques to the processing of this 

metal in the automobile plants. 
The intent of this article is to 

make evident the vast importance 4 

of aluminum by elaborating on | 

such factors as the current weight 2 

trend of passenger cars, the metal- = too can Ss 

lurgical, production and cost prob- ° WEIGHT J 

lems of aluminum, and the current 21 2 

and probable future uses of this Zz 4999 9 

light metal in the auto industry. bE wz 
r is & 

Automobile Weight S 3800) HIGHWAY a 

In spite of the fact that the auto- z= FUEL ECONOMY 7 wo 

motive industry has increased Ww 

automobile engine efficiency over & a 2 

the vears, and is continually striv- 2 = 
bao ae § Ba : 1946 1948 1950 (952 1954 i956 1988 
ing to increase this efficiency for 
the future, the industry is at a 

point where the trend in overall YEAR 

economy in miles-per-gallon — is 
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An aluminum engine can weigh up __ lems are those dealing with avail- needs of the various car manufac- 
to 200 pounds less than its cast ability, metallurgy, production, and turers. The location of new auto 
iron counterpart. This would cost. plants near an aluminum reduction 
greatly help to reduce total car The Problem of Availability plant permits pouring of molten 
weight because of the correspond- Supply of aluminum has not metal from the reduction cells at : : : : s a as 
ing decrease in weight ma num- been steady since World War IL, the reduction plant into insulated 
ber of other chassis components — Hut the situation is being reme- ladles mounted on platform trucks 
that would follow. With less died by a huge, long-term, cap- for immediate delivery to a near- 
weight to move, performance is in- ital investment program. The key by auto plant. The new Ford plant 

creased, braking problems are less to volume use of aluminum by car at Listerhill, Alabama, the General 
sous, and smaller and less ex- manufacturers is the assurance of Motors plant at Jones Mill, Arkan- 
pensive tires can be used. There stable, adequate supply. With — sas, and the proposed Chevrolet 
are also the advantages of a the high production requirements plant at Massena, New York, are 
lighter, more easy to handle car of the auto industry, the unstable all located, or to be located, near 
and lowered fuel octane require- aluminum market of the past few — aluminum reduction plants. 
ments. years could not assure an adequate Metanargiest Peal 

The use of aluminum for engine —_ and_ continually increasing supply StalMEgical rroblems . 
construction is not new. Aluminum of aluminum. Today, molten alum- During the development of the 
engines have been produced in the inum contracts guarantee the sup- experimental aluminum engines, 
past and have actually been used ply for both the present and future (Continued on page 40) 
in a few instances in this country. 
They currently are being used in a 

number of passenger car applica- — A 
tions in Europe. Aluminum has } ak h ae 

+, e 7 POEM Mey a 
been used almost exclusively in air- PS a a AN 

C, , . yg ee Oe Oe 
craft engines, but here the appli- Hl y > © % Nee 

. Be Eve : 5 F-rrrtrs—S cation minimizing the weight is far Pee _. Sie . ‘ } Pf ee a 
more important than cost. Such is og a 

. . Fe not the case in the auto industry P - et 
. ge ee ee where weight and cost are both i i Po a ] 

major considerations. i ve oe a 
1 : , ‘| i oS Today, the use of light metals is ie Le ov 

: a a . —..mrmrtwéw”™~—O—O not only technically possible but ~. e 

also economically feasible. One im- es ee s\ 
portant new development which } ee tse 
makes aluminum especially attrac- / a. i i> 

a ‘, . [ie iz | 
tive to the auto industry is the de- / decors aie I ’ 
velopment and application of high- NG ca j 
wear-resistant alloys which elim- oe 
inate the need for cylinder liners. / wa 

Most car manufacturers are opti- id ;* : / 

mistic about the future of alumi- PG 
num engines and believe that they p a ss : 

. : 7 x y 
are aware of all the major prob- | | 1 gal ge 
lems still to be resolved. Auto ae 33 ie ay oo s ee ow we 
makers are continuing to do re- : We 4 ) = ur 23 i yi s 

search on these engines. One Pies é& Beh i. a AN 
Hy te i) 2 em | ot ae a: WAN 

should not conclude, however, that mn As (4 i ae “ ee 
all the problems have been satis- a tg ei 1 ay) 
factorily solved. It takes many Nh ee ite | €. hie ig i 

“ys i be Oc Pe ed) Veod a LD 
years, millions of passenger car oe ‘ Ve ees a po i>. a S MEY. 
ae . LLEOr E oo aad Big wen miles, and vast production expe- ee ee See eye aig y > ‘ a re. vy yk “ rience to bring out all the prob- ee i oN oe 
lems and find satisfactory solu- A -  y e NO  c. 
tions to all of them. Some of these be et ae: as Dh 
problems are technical, other eco- E OR ere ig et) besa 9 Pow 
nomic, and still others involve cus- a ee peanut fe ~. aT i aM 
tomer reactions to the end product. . FF : el , 

From a materials and produc- : 
tion standpoint, the final adoption 
of any one metal over another is Chevrolet—Massena aluminum castings—Molten aluminum pours from a ladle into 

yoverned by the successful solu- two Corvair crankcase halves and spills onto other castings produced at Chevrolet 
8 f y b _ f . bl . Motor Division’s new aluminum foundry at Massena, N.Y. Besides the crankcase parts, 
tion Ot @ Bumper OF pro lems. which form the Corvair’s engine block, other parts shown include cylinder heads, 
Some of the most important prob- pistons, a clutch housing, rear end housing and crankcase cover. 
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Sound Reproducti 

by Richard Batterman 61 

Our modern stereophonic and high fidelity phonographs are the latest 

in a series of improvements on the first phonograph made by Edison. 

HE process of hearing re- son. His invention consisted of a graph in spite of the fact that it is 

I corded sounds consists of a rotating cylinder of hard wax with the simplest. There are three basic 

series of transformations from a cutting tool depressed slightly types of cartridges used in phono- 

mechanical vibrations to electrical into the wax. He found _ that graphs-the piezoelectric, the mag- 

impulses. When we place the tone sounds, if loud enough, caused the netic, and the capacitive. Their 

arm cf a phonograph on a record, cutting tool to vibrate up and operation is as follows: 

the needle, or stylus, vibrates in the down, cutting hills and valleys 1. The piezoelectric cartridge has 

groove of the record, and the cart- within the groove. He also found either a rochelle-salt crystal or a 

ridge changes these minute vibra- that a large horn with a mica dia- ceramic element which is flexed by 

tions into tiny electrical impulses. phragm coupled to the cutting, in- the stylus, causing a current to 

These are then amplified by a creased the amplitude of the vibra- flow which is proportional to stylus 
I ° : E displacement. 

series of vacuum tubes in the ‘tions so that softer sounds could be 9, The magnetic variridje: may cons 

power amplifier. Another transfor- recorded as well as the louder sist of a moving magnet which, due 

mation takes place when these am- sounds. to stylus vibration, is forced to and 

plified impulses drive the coil of Ten years later, Emile Berliner a through a coil, ‘thus inducing: a 
. , : : voltage as the magnetic lines of 

the loudspeaker. It is the job of patented a system of recording foree are can, Two other variations 

the loudspeaker to cause the air to which utilized a lateral movement of this are—to fix the magnet and 

vibrate in the manner it did dur- of the cutter, rather than the vert- have the coil move with the stylus 

ing the recording session, and it is ical movement. This new method or, to fix both coil and magnet 
5 % ‘ " , while a piece of Mu-metal moves 

our ears that finally relay these also used a thin disc in place of between the -poles’ of the: magnet 

vibration to our brains. Only after the cylinder. This was the only varying the reluctance of the mage 

this rather complex series of trans- major mechanical change in the net, and inducing a voltage in the 

formations may we hear the re- history of the methods of record coil. 
corded sounds, making. With the advent of the 3. The capacitive cartridge is unique. 

In order to record sounds, their vacuum tube, however, gradual Ths: stylus. varies'the capacitance of 
3 > > > an rf oscillator, frequency modulat- 

kinetic vibrations must be put improvements in the quality of re- ing it. The modulation varies the 

into a potential form. In the disc corded sound have been taking oscillator’s plate voltage and thus 

record the potential vibrations are place. Since that first invention of develops an audio output propor- 

in the configuration of the groove. Edison’s, the horn has been re- tional to the stylus displacement, 

When the disc is rotated, the placed by the condenser micro- Most people know what an am- 

stylus follows this configuration. phones and the mica diaphragm __ plifier does even though it is the 

Being forced to vibrate as it travels has been replaced by the power — most complicated component of 

along the groove, the stylus amplifier. the phonograph. Its purpose is to 

changes the potential vibrations The heart of the phonograph is increase the amplitude of the im- 

into kinetic energy. This process the stylus-cartridge combination. pulses to such an extent that they 

was first discovered in 1877 by the Paradoxically, it is the least under- are strong enough to operate the 

American inventor, Thomas Edi- stood component of the phono- loudspeaker. 
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The operation of the loudspeaker ee 

carries a ring wound with fine tt See Pee h. ae 

wire, called the voice coil, which ee i ed = — 4 P| — 

normally rests in a strong magnetic - rrrrr—“—‘“‘“ OU iN ee 

field between the poles of the mag- ee iG , | aes 

net, When the fluctuating impulses ee iw I hanat 

from the amplifier pass through the 8 ea : St, lg ou 

voice coil, the coil vibrates, forcing 2 _ i Piva ee 4 ; 

the cone with it, producing sound oe LM a a | ie 

waves. oe ecm a A | es 
S i a | i 

High Fidelity and Stereophonic e (; a a ; ao. 

Sound ee ee Bo | bats 

Ever since the first crude phono- : (, gg Spee Sam a | vs js 

graph, people have remarked that =k et pon. oe 

they could not tell the difference Ne Mie Le . ee 

between the recorded and the orig- : y ONG ea P — an. 

inal performance. These people i C ow 1 
were so amazed at the miracle of a pow f a e a y) a. 

sound reproduction that the need Ces” Sek, jel Se 

for improvement was non-existant. : eee ed ‘ a ao Ls 

This seems ridiculous when we as is ae a Pee 

play those old recordings over our —. ... . \\ \ 3 . a. pant 

much improved equipment and es i Na fu ee 

find the sound is lacking in fre- ae i ON _ cam 

quency range, dynamic range, and Le f a. ¥ Ren a 

in definition. That is, we have oo eee : > avs a \ cae 

trouble telling instruments apart ee pe rs Ts. 
because so many of their defining Fe Pe Ue’ : ae 1 | 1 \ a 

overtones were simply not able to oF ~S "4 Vie 
be recorded with the old equip- ee ( : \ \ yi . 

ment. oo  . aps 
Improvements in the quality of : -. Pe i a ee / Ke ita 

sound reproduction have resulted | a ee oak ee : ee 

. : ae ae z Cutway of a high fidelity speaker, showing its many parts. 
from a long playing, hi-fi record is 
very clear, all the instruments and 
their overtones are heard, and the 
surface noise, which was always is as much as 50,000 Ibs./sq. in. their equipment was capable of 

present on the 78 rpm records, is and the temperatures created are reproducing wide frequency 

negligible. Some interesting facts frequently over 1000 deg. F. It is ranges, great dynamic ranges, and 

about record wear point out the obvious that the increased heat of tonal presence, they realized the 

reason why the slower, 331/3 rpm _ friction, caused by the faster 78 — short-comings of their sets when 

record has become the standard — rpm speed, would cause grooves to _ they attended a concert where the 

today. Since the stylus is concen- wear at far greater rates. sound was spread across the entire 

trated on such a small area, the Although hi-fi enthusiasts have width and depth of the stage. Over 

pressure it produces on the groove always been proud of the fact that their sets, all the instruments 

sounded as though they were in 
the same spot in the orchestra, 

leaving much to be desired in the 
trueness of the playback. 

The human ears, with their abil- 

ity to define direction and space by 

| | aang | | | sorting out sound sources and room 

| echos, do more than place the 

TURNTABLE sound to the right or left—they add 

AMPLIFIER dimensionality to sounds coming 
from more than one spot. This 

SPEAKER principal was recognized and used 

TUNER in some of the earliest experiments 

in the reproduction of sound. 
Among these was one of particular 

A simple diagram of a high fidelity set. (Continued on page 48) 
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by David R. Hotchkiss me’60 

A means of providing the pilot with precise, reliable, 
| and continuous information about the lift of his 

wings in the critical take-off and landing speed ranges. 

VERYONE knows what lift is. Stagnation Point inch long, which is located on the 
Bix is the mysterious force As the wing slices through the lower side of the wing's leading 

that keeps airplanes in the air. air, it causes the air to divide and edge. Spanwise, the location of the 
But lift is more than that; it is flow either over the top or under vane is slightly ahead of the mid- 
known to acronautical engineers the bottom surfaces of the wing dle of the aileron span. The vane 
by the equation: resulting in two related aerody- is actually located below the nor- 

— AD ees namic phenomena: (1) where the — ™al stagnation point so that the 
L= C5 Sv’ air is divided there is a definite im- flow detector remains in the down 

~ pact point, a point of fow divi- Positions in all safe flight condi- : 
where Lis the lift, C is the sion called the stagnation point; _ tions. 

coefficient of lift, D is the density and (2) the position of this point When an unsafe flight condition 
of air, S is the effective area of shifts in exact correlation with any arises, the change in the location 
the air foil, and V is the velocity. change that alters either the char- of the stagnation point will move 
C varies with changes in the angle acter or the flow of air over the the vane upward. Movement of | 
of attack, resulting in changes in wing. the vane upward by change in air- | 
lift. The angle of attack is the For instance, a change in air flow or angle of attack results in | 
angle that the chord, or centerline, density, angle of attack, power, or changes in the magnetic field lo- 
of the wing makes with the air gusts of wind will alter the rela. cated in the unit. Changes in the 
through which the airplane is pass- tive position of this point of divi- magnetic field induce a current in 
ing. The maximum lift available sion of air flow. Changes in the the wires of the unit, the signal 
will change with changes in the position of this point are measured then being fed to the lift com- 
position of the flaps; therefore, this for the Speed Control by the lift puter, 
factor must be accounted for in transducer . . 
lift instrumentation. . - Flap Potentiometer 

Consequently, to be effective COMPOUNDS OF THE SPEED At the same time, another signal 
and accurate in measuring lift, any CONTROL is being generated by the flap 
indicator must take into effect _ potentiometer. The flap protentim- 
changes in the coefficient of lift, air _ The Speed Control consists of eter will generate a signal which 
density, configuration (here refer- four main parts. They are the lift will tell the lift computer what 
ring to extension of landing gear, transducer, the flap potentiometer, _ position the flaps are in. It is neces- 
flaps, etc.), or speed. How is this the lift computer, and the speed sary that this be done because the 
done? Basically, the primary meas- _ control indicator. lift increment from the flaps and 
ure of lift is measured in the wing | the position of the stagnation point 
pressure pattern of the wind flow- Lift Transducer are not always directly related. 
ing over the wing. The lift is meas- Changes in the location of the The shaft of the flap potentiometer 
ured at the airflow division point, stagnation point are detected by is mechanically connected to the 
or stagnation point, as it is so often the lift transducer through a small wing flaps. As the shaft rotates 

called. stainless steel vane, less than an with the rotation of the flaps, an 
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Components of the Speed Control: top, lift computer; bottom from left to right, flap potentiometer, 

Speed Control Indicator, and lift transducer. 

electric current is generated down to represent only one mile- procedure, regardless of aircraft 

through changes in the magnetic _ per-hour if desired. The electrical weight, wing flap position, or wind. 

field. The signal is then sent to the signal generated by this unit is Assuming the system has been 

lift computer. then sent to the Speed Control In- properly adjusted to the correct 

dicator for pictorial presentation speed, the pilot merely watches the 
Lift Computer P P pes P y 

; P to the pilot. needle swing slowly from the slow 

The lift computer is composed . range, on the left side of the indi- 

of basically two parts: a thrust Speed Control Indicator cator, toward the fast range on the 

transducer and an electrical resist- The Speed Control Indicator is right, as the airplane picks up 

ance bridge. The thrust transducer _a small voltmeter-type needle indi- speed as it rolls down the runway. 

measures the forward acceleration cator which is located directly in As the needle reaches the center 

through the use of an accelerom- front of the pilot on the instrument _ position, indicated by the inverted 

eter mounted on the pitch gimbal panel. It can be located in either white triangle on the Indicator, the 

of a gyroscope so as to be main- the standard 3% inch cutout in airplane is ready to fly, and the 

tained at all times in the horizontal the instrument panel or on top of pilot applies pressure to the con- 

plane. The electrical resistane the instrument panel. The location trol column to raise the nose of the 
bridge balances and integrates the on top of the instrument panel is airplane to take-off altitude. 
signals from the lift transducer, preferred for ease of observation . 

flap potentiometer, and the thrust — during the landing approach, The Climb-out 

transducer. Speed Control indicator shows on After breaking ground, the pilot 

The lift computer unit can be its tri-colored dial the correct simply keeps the needle centered 

installed in any fuselage location speed to be flown to obtain max- under the white triangle as the 

that is convenient for inflight ad- imum lift. plane climbs and the airplane will 

justment. Two adjustments can be The indicator has a built-in be climbing at the maximum rate 

made in the unit. One is the null safety feature in that the pilot will of climb. Too steep a rate of climb 

point which allows the pilot to be automatically warned of mal- _ Will be shown immediately on the 

adjust the needle of the Speed functions of the system, such as Speed Control Indicator by a 

Control Indicator, to indicate any power failure or an open circuit, needle deflection to the left, the 

desired percentage of lift at a par- by the appearance of the warning slow range, indicating that the air- 

ticular point on the dial of the in- flag on the face of the indicator. plane is approaching a stall. Too 

dicator. The other adjustment reg- shallow a rate of climb would be 

ulates the air speed spread of the TYPICAL FLIGHT USING SPEED indicated by a deflection to the 

arc. Maximum reading would be a CONTROL INDICATION right, the fast range. While climb- 

forty mile-per-hour spread of the ing out too shallowly is not as seri- 

arc, with a ten mile-per-hour over- Take-off ous as climbing out too steeply, 

ride at each end. The whole range Take-off using the Speed Con- maximum performance is not be- 

of the band spread can be turned trol Indicator system is a simple (Continued on page 54) 
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“PRODUCT PLANNING UNLIMITED” 

Hamilton Standard has conducted a vast product guidance, mapping, surveillance by orbiting satel- diversification program which has made it a leader lites, etc. 

in the field of aerospace equipment. SOLAR CELL — A small concave dish-like device 
Established skills in... with a highly polished surface used to convert the 

Fluid Dynamics Combustion energy of the sun’s rays into electrical energy. 
Hydraulics Heat Transfer One potential use is power generation for earth 
Electronics ‘fhormodynamics satellites. 
Metallurgy strophysics . Vibration ‘Aerodynamics ; Other recently designed and developed products 
Mechanics Thermoelectricity ° . 

. : . ANTI-LUNG which reverses the cycle of the : -. are being brought to bear on a varied list of human lung to reconstruct the atmosphere in a new products such as: space vehicle or submarine 
MinIRcooler — A tiny (10 ounce) device for cool- i . ing infrared detection equipment to minus 350°F. A REFRIGERATOR with no moving parts The coolers have endless applications in missile A TOOL that slices diamonds like cheese 

THUS ADVANCED “PRODUCT PLANNING UNLIMITED” MEANS “ENGINEERING FUTURES UNLIMITED” 

write to R. J. Harding, Administrator — College Relations for a full 
color and illustrated brochure ‘‘Engineering for You and Your Future’ 

HAMILTON STANDARD /" 4 owision oF 

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 
BRADLEY FIELD RD., WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN 

Manufacturers of: Engine Controls Hydraulic Equipment Electronic Controls and Instrument Systems 
Starters Propellers. Environmental Conditioning Systems Ground Support Equipment 
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Waray 
: a\ \t \\f The word space commonly represents the outer, airless regions of the universe. 

i] TEN But there is quite another kind of “space” close at hand, a kind that will always 
4 A ‘ | challenge the genius of man. 

-.&§ l Hid ~2 
seer / Tea ‘ This space can easily be measured. It is the space-dimension of cities and the 

as i \ distance between them... the kind of space found between mainland and off- 
> J zy, Wy shore oil rig, between a tiny, otherwise inaccessible clearing and its supply 

Ar ss i = base, between the site of a mountain crash and a waiting ambulance—above all, 
NW TPN ~ Sikorsky is concerned with the precious “spaceway” that currently exists be- 
aes - - = tween all earthbound places. 

= - — Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL 

~ aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most 

versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve- 

hicles that can prove to be tomorrow’s most versatile means of transportation. 

Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical 

engineering talent. Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet, 

j KO RS KY For information about careers with us, please ad- 

> dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department. = 
SED 

=) AIRCRAFT 
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation 

STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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by Clark Sholts me’60 

The use of wire ropes and steel cables is increasing in importance in 

all parts of modern industry, Here, the author discusses the manufac- 

turing processes, products, and uses in obtaining these ropes of steel. 

WIRE ROPE is a helical ar- mill were the raw materials are At the present time, all wire is 
A rangement of strands of wire produced, Here the ingots of iron made by the drawing process. This 

woven around a solid core. are rolled in a white-hot condition produces a thinner wire of greater 
This setup provides a strong dur- through high pressure rolls. The in- tensile strength than is obtained 
able, wear resistant steel product gots are reduced to billets which from rolls. Wire is drawn through 
which is finding more uses in are sent to the wire mill. These rec- chromium steel dies having round 
the growing trend toward higher tangular shaped pieces of steel die holes. The wire is wound 
force applications. Steel cables, pro- with a 4 by 4 inch square cross around a cast iron drum as it is 
duced in a manner similar to wire section are then reduced to 34 by drawn through the die. 
ropes, is also increasing in use in ¥4 inch rods. The rods can be of After being drawn through sev- 
many industries. Since both prod- any shape, namely, square, oval, or eral dies, the wire becomes hard 
ucts are produced by spinning indi- round, After they have been re- and must be annealed. The wire, 
vidual wires around a center, the duced to Y% inch square rods, about which is defined as metal elong- 
resemblance and characteristics of V4 mile long at the finishing mills, ated into threadlike form of thick- 
a rope are obtained. they are attached to drums and ness varying from 4 to less than 

In the discussion that follows, the wound into coils. The coils are 1/000 inch, is then spun into wire 
entire manufacturing process, is then sent to the wire drawing mill. ropes. 
described from the introduction of Wire is formed from the rods 
raw materials to the final wire which are received from the wire Wire Rope Production 
product. Any confusing terms or mills. All coils of rods are cleaned Wire rope is a helical arrange- 
concepts dealing with wire rope of scale, oil, and dirt by soaking ment of strands of wire wound 
design, strength, and wearing them in a tank filled with a weak around a core or center. Producing 
qualities are explained. Since varia- solution of sulfuric acid. Next, they wire rope is merely a case of spin- 
tion of the winding procedure pro- are placed in lime filled vats, after ning wire into strands and then 
duces different types of ropes and which they are taken to the drying spinning the strands into rope. The 
cables, an analysis of the final ovens and thoroughly dried. Wire spools of wire are placed in float- 
products and their uses is covered is generally accepted as steel rod ing cradles in the wire stranding 
at the end of the article. smaller than 1/5 inch in diameter. machine and then through a die in 

Wire may be coated with many _ the head of a strander. 
Production of Raw Materials materials, depending upon the Revolving the spinning machine 
Wire rope starts its production qualities of corrosion, wear, resist- results in the helical arrangement 

at the blooming mills of a steel ance, etc., desired. of the wire and strands. The die 
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—Courtesy of American Chain & Cable Company Inc. 

To fabricate the strand, wires are wound on bobbins which are placed in a stranding machine. The strander 

revolves and the wires are layed into a strand. 

plate causes the strands to be com- In 1924, preforming was devel- all its parts are properly lubricated. 

pressed together into rope. The oped. Preforming added another Corrosive wear is lessened by coat- 

wire rope is then wound on spools step in the manufacture of wire ing the wire strands with marline 

and is ready for sale. rope which forms the strands and or other corrosive resistant mate- 

The end result of all these proc- individual wires into the helical rial. Adding molybdenum, chro- 

esses is a group of steel wires shape they will assume in the fin-  mium, or tungsten to the steel after 

wound into a rope often Y, inch in ished rope. A rope free of internal it has been tapped for the open 

diameter. stresses and hence, one with greater hearth or electric furnace strength- 

load carrying capacities in thus ens the metal and improves its cor- 

The Design and Appearance of produced. rosion resistance. 

Wire Rope Wear in wire ropes is of great Design of wire ropes, like any 

Strength of wire rope is naturally ee ues eee it poner other important and versatile ma- 
‘ : 4 the ‘life’ of the rope. Types o shine, is always being changed : 

governed by the steel from which ww tok a e , a q 1p ‘i chine, is always being changed and 

ss : ¢ : ear that are experienced ir re improve 
it is made and the manufacturing 5 . I improved. 

: : ropes: 
processes used. Stresses in wire E Fl Pwire R 

ropes and steel cables are tremend- 1. wear caused by abrasion be- ements ef Wite Rope 

ous. Wire ropes are designed to tween the rope and some for- There are many terms and ele- 

withstand up to 120,000 pounds eign surface, ments of wire ropes and_ steel 

per square inch. For hundreds of 2. wear caused by the individual cables that are of such importance 

years, wire rope were made by strands and wires sliding over that they should be understood. 

forcing a large number of strands each other, and They include: 

into rope, This caused the ropes to 3. corrosive wear. 1. Lay refers to the direction of 

crinkle and wear out prematurely. To combat abrasive wear, twist of the wires in the strands 

The stresses set up by the individ- stronger and larger wires are used and of the strands in the fin- 

ual wire in the rope lowered the on the outside layers of the ished rope. If the strands in 

yield strength of the metal, there- ropes. Oil is used to diminish in- a rope are twisted to the right, the 

fore lowering the load carrying ternal wear. Like any machine, a rope is known as right lay rope; 

capacity of these ropes. rope will work more efficiently if (Continued on next page) 
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conversely, if twisted to the left, OD COD comprises the whole rope. Strand 
as left lay rope. If the wires in the YO CXYO wire used in bridges is furnished 
strands are twisted in the same QTD try) in varying numbers from 19 to 161, 
direction as the strands, the result- On PO and is used because of its higher 
ing rope is known as lang lay rope; WD td . (YD unit strength and lower cost. Al- 
but if the wires in the strands are See @ Cee ® most any form desired can be pro- 
twisted in a direction opposite to TOY eee0e® duced by the wire rope manufac- 
the direction of strand twist, the Od A tures, although cost should by esti- 
rope is classed as a regular lay Ch) CLT) U mated if other than standard 
rope, The lay determines many of (xX) Cee @ shapes are necessary. 
the wearing abilities of wire ropes. 0000000008 . 

2. A Strand consists of a spe- Conon Ow Industrial Uses 
cific number of wires of pre- 5 . _ 
determined sizes, laid in layers Suppose ww exter willed. The a. spe The uses of wire ropes and steel 
around a center wire in a given faving 6 strands of 19 wives each Fit cables are so varied and numerous 

design or construction, Each wire 6 separate 19 wire strands are made. that an article could be. written on 
in a strand performs a specific Next, these six strands are layed around each. This article will discuss some 

function. The intermediate layer a core. Cores may be of various types. of the uses in industries which 
of wires serves as a supporting arch depend on wire ropes and steel 
for the outer layer of wires which . cables to a larger extent for their 
absorb the wear and tear of con- Types of Wire: Ropes growth and income. 
tact with sheave drums and other Wire ropes and steel cables are, In the mining industry, exten- 
surfaces. Each wire carries a film produced in a great variety of sive use of wire ropes has evolved 
of lubricant to prevent  chaffing cross-sectional shapes. Each shape from the need of a machine of 
and nicking the wires around it. 18 designed to meet the needs ofa high strength, light weight, and 
Each construction is so designed specific industrial application. good wearing qualities. The de- 
that a breathing space exists be- Round strand ropes are the most velopment of new methods in deep 
tween wires, permitting each wire common form of wire rope. These mines, the growing trend toward 

to move in coordination with the ropes are classified as to the num- strip mining and the operation of 
wires adjacent to it. ber of strands and wires within new, more ‘powerful, dredges, de- 

3. Length of Lay indicates the each strand, Ropes are the cheap- pend on wire rope in an over in- 
distance in which a stand makes est to buy, since they are the least creasing degree. 
one complete turn around the expensive to manufacture. Because of the adverse working 
core of the rope. It is meas- Flattened strand rope is partic- conditions in the mines, the wire 
ured in a straight line parallel ularly suitable where severe con- ropes must be assigned large safety 
to the center line of the rope. The ditioning of abrasion and crushing factors. Safety factors are the ratio 
unit of measure is directly related are encountered. These ropes also of the rope’s strength to the actual 
to rope diameter and hence, is a have ten per cent higher strength load, Thus, a wire rope with a 
basis for proper comparison of than the round strand ropes. The strength of 10,000 pounds per 
ropes of different diameters. 1 he very large surface of contact per- square inch loaded with 2000 
shorter the length of lay, the more mits the abrasive wear to be dis- pounds would operate with a 
flexible the rope. tributed over a greater number and safety factor of five. 

4. Diameter is measured be- length of wires. The wearing sur- Every wire rope is subjected to 

tween the extreme edges of the face is 100 per cent greater than in wear, fatigue, and crushing, Wear 
strands of the rope. If the diameter round strand ropes. The triangular is caused by abrasion of the F6pE 

is measured incorrectly, the rope shape of the strands promotes bet- rubbing against some foreign mate- 
will wear and lose its strength ter resistance to crushing. ; rial or the strands adjacent to each 
rapidly. ; Flat wire rope is made of a other. In the design, this is less- 

5. Core is the heart of the wire number of ropes laid side by side ened by using large diameter outer 
rope around which the strands are and held in position by soft iron ‘vires Ou the stidnds. and by: alloy- 
laid, It has: the important function wires. The individual ropes are ing the metal with elements which 
of supporting the strands in their made of four strands of seven wires will impart new strength to the 
relative positions throughout the each, alternately right and left lay steel (manganese or chromium). 
life of the rope. Fiber cores are to avoid twist or curl in the fin- Fatigue, which is the repeated 
made of hemp and are used when ished rope. The advantage of a flat bending in opposite directions of 
the rope is to have a long service wire rope is that it will bend upon a wire, can be lessened by using 

life. The other type of core, used itself, requiring a drum only the rope in such a way that the 
today in wire ropes and steel cables slightly wider than the rope. It is loads would be applied steadily. 

is the independent wire rope core. used principally in short lengths Crushing: can be almost eliminated 
The independent wire rope cores where there is little space between by the use of steel cores 
are used when great strength is load and hoisting drum. Typical cra 
needed, although they have the uses are in dam gates and locomo- The oil industry is typical of the 
very detrimental and_ frustrating tive drop pits. industries which are almost one 
disadvantage of causing wear of Strand wire rope is, as the name tirely dependent on wire ropes for 
the strands of the rope. implies, one strand of wire which (Continued on page 47) 
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ENGINEERS + PHYSICISTS 

Sylvania Encourages Scientific Heretics 
Who Can Utilize Unique and Unorthodox Thinking in meetings of engineering and profes- 

Making State-of-the-Art Advances in Electronics, Electronic sional societies. It has tong been 

Countermeasures, Metallurgy, Semiconductors, Radar, Sa Oe ie 

Communications & Navigation Systems, Airborne Defense, —,casurable importance to both the 

Missiles, Computers, Lighting, Radio, Television, Plastics, company and the individual, for com- 

Photography, Chemicals, Wire, Phosphors. munication increases comprehension 
and scientific curiosity—which are the 

To the young engineer and scientist that the success of the organization forces that spark experimentation and 

who questions present hypotheses and depends upon the personal success of discovery. 

who can combine unorthodox percep- the individual. The engineer/scientist- 

tion with imagination, Sylvania ex- oriented management has given much . 
: ; ‘ " Continual Advances 
tends a climate of achievement. From thought and study to provide an en- 

¢ . : § In State-Of-The-Art 
these men, Sylvania foresees a number vironment that kindles self-expression 

of tomorrow’s breakthroughs. If your and creativity. Here you are assigned The success of Sylvania in the ad- 

ambition is to attain your fullest pro- to a position where you can direct vanced areas of electronics has been 

fessional potential, these facts about your training toward its greatest po- maintained over the years by scien- 

Sylvania — one of the world’s fastest tential. Promotion from within the tific and engineering excellence. Syl- 

growing industrial organizations — company gives impetus to your pro- vania’s encouragement of uninhibited 

merit your close attention. fessional progress; assignments are technological thinking has led to a 

Started as a basement industry frequently reviewed. number of important breakthroughs 

oo. across many technologies, such as: 

manufacturing incandescent lamps There is no predetermined pattern Data Processing Systems; Com- 

only 59 years ago, Sylvania today has of orientation, for the speed with puters; Semiconductors; Electronic 

23 laboratories and 46 plants located which this is accomplished is up to Flash Approach System; Space Tech- 

| in 14 states across the nation. These the graduate; you are given a number nology; Ceramic Stacked Tube; 

69 modern facilities afford employ- of assignments with increasing Electroluminescence; Bonded Shield 

ment to over 30,000 people. In the responsibilities. Working directly Television Picture Tubes: Sarong 

last 25 years sales have climbed from with a project leader or senior Cathodes Coatings First 110° Televi- 

$6,000,000 to over 14 of a billion dol- engineer, you quickly confirm your dion Sét: 

Jars. Strong as this industrial base is special abilities and aptitudes. 

for the engineer and scientist, it was 

substantially reinforced in February Generous Benefits 

1959 when Sylvania merged with Large-Organization Strength Sylvania’s belief in the well-being of 

General Telephone Corporation. The With Small-Company the individual has been amply dem- 

merger of these two growth com- Flexibility onstrated by liberal employee policies. 

panies will: Each laboratory or plant is similar Ranging from a savings and retire- 

to an independent business at Syl- ment plan to financial reimbursement 

¢ Increase ability to finance future vania. Important decisions are made for eraduate study, these policies have 

growth and development on the operating level by technical helped set a standard for the elec- 

e Add further diversification to al- managers familiar with the problem tronics industry. 

ready broad commercial and defense at hand, who appreciate and accur- 

product lines ately evaluate individual contributions 
¢ Measurably increase research and . To explore fully the career advantages 

development facilities Whether your interests center on you can find with Sylvania, see your 

¢ Give Sylvania the benefit of engineer management or scientific College Placement Officer; or write 

General Telephone’s wide experi- specialization, you will enjoy parallel us for B copy of | Today and Tomor- 

ence and background in foreign paths for development at Sylvania — row with Sylvania. 

manufacturing and sales. double opportunity to move forward 

: with equal reward and status. Syl- wx SYLVANIA® 

Sylvania Prizes Individuality vania encourages the publication of sues! 

Sylvania’s success and reputation research articles, active participation GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 

have long been based on the belief in professional groups, attendance at 730 Third Avenue, New York 17, New York 
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OUR articles are featured in let for the primary ramjet propul- the Mach 3.5-5.0 airplane. Almu- 
Fu. Science Highlights column sion system. Airflow would be — minum alloys, today’s standard pri- 

for December. The completion diverted in ducts around a central — mary structural material, will be 
cf an 84-inch telescope mirror passenger cabin to rear discharge replaced by stainless steel and 
blank for the Kitt Peak Observa- nozzles and deflected vertically for titanium. The convertible engine 
tory is revealed. The winning entry takeoffs and landings. Small fins theoretically would use a ramjet 
in the Steel Highway Bridge De- would provide stability and control. configuration for operation at 
sign Competition is announced and Designers of the missle-like | speeds above Mach 3.0, and the 
a description of the bridge is given. transport will profit from opera- turbojet principle (compression, 
A prediction of supersonic passen- tional experience of today’s mili- fuel-air mixture and combustion) 
ger transports in the foreseeable tary planes. Those of the free world for all other operating speed 
future is made by an aircraft ex- amass nearly 500,000 supersonic ranges. 

ecutive. Finally, a new develop- hours annually. Further research is 
ment in the manufacturing of necessary to settle the winged- WINNING BRIDGE DESIGN 
printed wiring cards is discussed. versus-wingless question. Design ANNOUNCED 

studies have been completed on Allan M. Beesing, a registered 
MACH 6 TRANSPORT PREDICTED both types. Each would cruise at professional engineer from Buffalo, 
An aircraft executive has recently speeds up to Mach 7.0 and havea oN. Y., has been named winner of 

predicted that the day is coming — T@nge of 4000 miles with reserves. —_ the $15,000 top professional award 
in the foreseeable future when air- An advantage of the wingless craft from among 300 entries in the Steel 
lines will whisk passengers 6100 would be structural weight im- Highway Bridge Design Competi- 
miles from Amsterdam to Los Provement, particularly important tion sponsored by American Bridge 
Angeles in just 98 minutes elapsed at the elevated temiperatures ac- Division, U. S. Steel Corporation. 
flying time. At that speed, averag- companying high Mach number The object of the event was to 
ing 62 miles a minute, air travelers Seeds. Offsetting the weight ad- stimulate more imaginative, effec- 
of the future conceivably could ar- Vantage, however, is the _slightly tive, and economical use of strong, 
rive (by sun time) in’ California superior aerodynamic efficiency of — modern steels in overpass struc- 
six hours before they left the the winged type. tures that must bridge superhigh- 
Netherlands. They could even see Beyond the era of current turbo- ways at frequent intervals. It is 
the sun rise in the west following jet transports which operate at — estimated that more than 41,000 
an after-dark takeoff. high subsonic speeds, design of a bridges will be needed for the net- 

The 4730-miles per hour vehicle Mach 3.0-3.5 airliner using conven- work cf interstate and defense 
of the future might resemble a skin tional but advanced jet engines is highways the nation will build in 
diver's foot flipper, or a finned elec- considered to be the next step. For the next 15 years. 
tic shaver. Able to take off and the future clearly attractive pay- Consideration for the safety of 
land vertically, the Mach 6.0-7.0 loads will be realized at speeds of highway travelers enhances the 
transport could be wingless. (Mach Mach 5.0 or above, resulting in original, economical, and appear- 
1 is the speed of scund.) This ve- practical and economic operation. ance features of Mr. Beesing’s 
hicle could utilize a flattened, all- A “dual cycle” engine, convert- award-winning design. His plans 
body configuration in which the ible from turbojet to ramjet, will show a graceful arch of welded 
entire nose section serves as an in- meet powerplant requirements for steel girders which bridges in a 
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single span a four-lane divided 1 ae a iY 7 
highway. Skillful combination of aa | ae 
carbon and high strength steels ANd 

eliminates the need for a center 7 a 

pier. EC ee eset ' Sea. 
Absence of a center support in er ty K] 

the median strip benefits the high- —— ’ as 

speed highway traveler in two , Oe poate = 

ways: it removes a potential safety - 4 ‘ ate as TO a 

hazard, and it gives a clear view of | fie Pe . - Poe E oe a y 

the road ahead at all points. As an . . gel oe a x 
added safety feature, the abut- Be df ye ea el 

t eae ~~ Se a 2. ia 
ments at the ends of the span are . ~S gsi Pn ae 

placed well up on the slopes of the Se - ~~ i <a “gag i - a 3 fi 

highway embankments. Ct Mig cape ins : SF 
a a od a ees . ' tee 4 

The main span of the bridge is oe a Bair a. 

160 feet long and requires 111 tons ae f cae es Ne. Laie a i 

of steel. The composite-action, slab- a CEFR alt | eA = ae ; ae 

type roadway supported by the Le ( oe | a \ 

steel span requires 130 cubic yards ae a oe ps i — oe Pa Pajatss 

of concrete. q ys : cca AN eae —_ i i 4 

In describing other features of ee Oey ee ad peta ara wie 

his entry which contribute to its <~— ee ies : ~~? sae ee 

strength, fim appearance, and 4000 pound mirror blank being examined at Corning, N.Y., before 
overall economy, Mr. Beesing shipment to Tucson, Ariz. 

stated: 

“The original concept consists of 

. .. developing a single-span, sub- strength bolts is capable of resist- rors in probing millions of light 

stantially fixed-end structure which — ing the maximum moments which __ years into space. The 200-inch disk 

engages concrete abutments. The can be transmitted.” —world’s largest—at the Hale Ob- 

abutments not only perform their “Composite action and continuity servatory atop Palomar Mountain 

ordinary functions, but resist the has been taken advantage of in — in California, was cast 25 years 

end moments, also. The fixed-end figuring the stringers and_trans- ago. A 120-inch mirror, now in use 

principle lends itself admirably to verse floor beams. Composite ac- at the Lick Observatory on Mount 

the development cf a slender, tion gives great rigidity and re- | Hamilton in California, was cast 

graceful bridge with shallow depth — duces.deflections considerably, The — in 1933, The 84-inch disk is the 

at the center and increasing on a structure is comparatively free of largest of six glass mirror blanks 

parabolic curve to a greater depth — complicated fabrication and lends made for the Kitt Peak Telescope. 

at the abutments. The girders are _ itself to speedy erection.” It is the biggest piece of glass ever 
proportioned to provide resisting produced by placing solid chunks 
moments at the center and ends.” 84-INCH TELESCOPE MIRROR of glass on a mold and sagging 

“Tri-Ten steel, used for flange BLANK COMPLETED them into a single piece under in- 

plates, provides considerable ad- An 84-inch telescope mirror — tense heat. Both the 200-inch and 

vantage over structural grade car- blank for the new Kitt Peak Na- 120-inch mirror blanks were made 

bon steel both in appearance and tional Observatory, under con- by ladling molten glass into the 
cost. Tri-Ten contributes to the struction 40 miles southwest of molds. Engineers said the sagging 

slenderness of the structure, which — Tucson, Arizona, has been recently — Process reduced bubble inclusions 

in turn effects a real saving in the — completed. The disk, packaged in and proved less complicated and 

height of approach embankments. a special felt-lined crate, has been less costly. 
| To give the bridge a clean appear- shipped by railroad to Tucson. Nine pieces of glass, one weigh- 

ance, all intermediate web stiffen- There an optical shop has been ing 2976 pounds, were melted 
ers are placed on the inside faces set up for grinding and polishing down to form the 84-inch disk. The 

of girder web plates.” the 4,000 pound mirror blank. The completed mirror blank is 13 

“Carrying on from the visible job is expected to take 24 months. inches thick and has a center hole 

portions of the steelwork, the mo- The final precision finishing, in- of 26 inches in diameter. The huge 

ment connection resting behind a volving removal of a few millionths piece of glass was recently re- 

cheek wall reveals a novel part of of an inch of glass, will be done moved from an annealing oven at 
the design. The eight-foot depth — after the mirror has been installed one cf Corning’s melting plants. It 
girder bears and pivots on a main __ in the telescope and fixed on a star. had been sealed in the annealer 

bearing and extends beyond to an This work is expected to take — for seven months for controlled 

inverted bearing retained by a cap _ another year. cooling after being melted to form. 
plate and four 34% inch diameter The big glass disk made by — The separate chunks of glass were 
T-1 high-strength steel bolts. This Corning Glass Works will join fused under temperatures reaching 
device of a pivot and four high- two other giant Corning mir- (Continued on page 32) 
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engineers 

4 ee es eo and what they d« 
: * egal sian eat Wa! The field has never been broader 

1 a pa ) 
. =" | oT data The challenge has never been greater 

ree CS a ute al Engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today are concerned 
et | ae od Sse with the development of all forms of flight propulsion 

a 5 io ae OX, systems—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and other advanced 
wer ae hl ‘glen types for propulsion in space. Many of these systems are so 
) e Fes oc entirely new in concept that their design and development, 

ee e rs aa. : and allied research programs, require technical personnel 
a — he BN not previously associated with the development of aircraft 

e® <i ~ «4 om engines. Where the company was once primarily interested 
_ . in graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronautical 

7 engineering, it now also requires men with degrees in 
: electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering, and in physics, 

; chemistry, and metallurgy. 

Automatic systems developed by instrumentation Included in a wide range of engineering activities open to 
engineers allow rapid simultaneous recording technically trained graduates at all levels are these four 

of data from many information points. basic fields: 

eave . er lia ANALYTICAL ENGINEERING Men engaged in this 
~ar CU Ee _ = activity are concerned with fundamental investigations in 

\ \\f LS on i Se : ~ the fields of science or engineering related to the conception 
al -— . oy, of new products. They carry out detailed analyses of ad- 

- Le a BL Bad vanced flight and space systems and interpret results in 
* Je “a me. 3 we | terms of practical design applications. They provide basic 

yo = fe 7 aa yo c” information which is essential in determining the types of 
ao z _..- yp - systems that have development potential. 

Ss i as A iy DESIGN ENGINEERING The prime requisite here is an | 
il “ea — ~ oo 4 active interest in the application of aerodynamics, thermo- 

eo. = 4 dynamics, stress analysis, and principles of machine design | 
ual ‘ ~~ Oo oe to the creation of new flight propulsion systems. Men en- 

ee ~T es gaged in this activity at P&WA establish the specific per- 
Frequent informal discussions among analytical formance and structural requirements of the new product 

‘ engineers assure continuous exchange of ideas and design it as a complete working mechanism. 
on related research projects. EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING Here men supervise 

- 1. aoe | ge and coordinate fabrication, assembly and laboratory testing 
aS 4 ei of experimental apparatus, system components, and devel- 

/ a i ek g Do opment engines. They devise test rigs and laboratory setups, 
: a i \ A i specify instrumentation and direct execution of the actual 

Ce 14 | e a test programs. Responsibility in this phase of the develop- 
Ss = a we ° ped : ment program also includes analysis of test data, reporting 

os | oe eee of results and recommendations for future effort. 
~ 2), Sa . + + 4 fe : ; ee MATERIALS ENGINEERING Men active in this field 

L. £ ' ee S at P&WA investigate metals, alloys and other materials 
Lc x eS a : under various environmental conditions to determine their 

a. 4) ‘| SS geting usefulness as applied to advanced flight propulsion systems. 
compel \ | a i Ne. They devise material testing methods and design special 
a BN i fi ere test equipment. They are also responsible for the determina- 

a raw ae tion of new fabrication techniques and causes of failures or 
_ ae manufacturing difficulties. 

Under the close supervision of an engineer, 
final adjustments are made on a rig for 

testing an advanced liquid metal system. 
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Exhaustive testing of full-scale rocket engine thrust chambers is 

carried on at the Florida Research and Development Center. 

For further information regarding an engineer- 
ing career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult 
your college placement officer or write to Mr. 

R. P. Azinger, Engineering Department, Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut. 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida 
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. . ° clean, durable pattern with excel- out bond failure, and without the 
Science Highlights lent electrical characteristics. use of corrosive fluxes. In tests of 

(Continued from page 29) In present methods of produc- bond strengths, 20-gauge headed 

approximately 2300 degrees Fah- tion, a sheet of copper foil is usu- wires were attached to the pattern 
renheit. Controlled cooling was ally bonded to the ceramic or with an igrea contact about 01 
necessarv to eliminate stress in the _ Plastic base with an adhesive. The square inch. Bond failure did not 
glass. desired pattern is then produced occur until subjected to a tension 

The disk is of ribbed construc. by one of several methods usually of about 2000 pounds per square 
tion on the back face. This honey. _ involving the removal of undesired inch, and even then generally in- 

combed pattern reduces weight — ™aterial. The bond of the copper volved breaking out nalemnia 
while retaining necessary strength to the base thus is dependent on rather than bond failure. 
and rigidity. The pattern was the strength of the adhesive. Often, With the oxygen in the con- 
formed by use of ceramic cores, it fails during subsequent process- trolled atmosphere, only about five 
bolted and cemented into the floor 2g operations, such as soldering or _ percent glass frit is required in the 
of the brick mold. Each core had assembly. paste to achieve good bonds. This 

to be carefully separated from the Good bonds can also be devel- small amount of inert material does | 
glass. This was a ticklish job, | oped when fired silver or fired not greatly affect the conductivity 
handled after the mold bricks were molybdenum is used on ceramic of the copper film. Resistivity of 
removed and the disk was hoisted bases. Silver is more costly than the film is in the order of 0.0015 
up and overturned. copper, it dissolves more quickly ohms per square, which is well 

Like the other big disks, the 84- in molten solder than does copper, | Within requirements for typical | 
inch mirror blank is made of boro- and under some conditions it is printed wiring applications. | 
silicate glass, selected because of subject to migration and whisker The process is suitable for auto- 
its low expansion, thermal  resist- growth. Molybdenum compositions matic production techniques, and 
ance, and mechanical strength. are high in electrical resistivity and = should prove competitive with 
The mirror must retain its shape generally require electroplating to other printed wiring methods in 

through time, temperature changes render them solderable and to im- cost. There are other potential uses 
and mechanical stresses if astron- prove the conductivity. for the new copper paste in addi- 
omers are to obtain undistorted With the new process, a paste is tion to printed circuits. With suit- 
images of the stars. prepared from a finely ground able modification of the vehicle, 

The observatory atop 6,875-foot mixture of copper oxide and a spe- the copper can be applied with a 
Kitt Peak will go into full oper- cial glass frit, blended with a brush or spray gun. When fired, 
ation in about three years. This in- standard silk screen printing vehi- these coatings form a good base 
stallation and the National Radio cle. The paste is used to print the for making metal to ceramic bonds, 
Astronomy Observatory at Green pattern on the ceramic, and the using lead-tin solders. 
Bank, West Virginia, are the first “card” is heat-dried to remove sol- 
two observatories in the United vents. After drying the card with PUNCH-CARD SHOPPING 
States available for the use of all its pattern is fired in air at 750 i 
qualified astronomers. Supported degrees centigrade for twenty min- Future shoppers may punch 
by the National Science Founda- utes to burn off the printing vehi- cards: as they walk through super: 
tion with federal funds, the obser- cle. This operation leaves a non- markets. The punches will activate 
vatories are designed to supple- conducting copper oxide pattern, a System that automatically delivers 
ment existing facilities for research ready to be reduced to metallic the selected groceries from a stock 
in astronomy. copper. room to the exit door. Probably 

The second fine operation ic following this convenience, cards 
NEW PRINTED WIRING DEVELOP- conducted at 850°C Pe ehibees nin. will be sent to banks that will han- 

MENT REVEALED utes, in a controlled atmosphere dle food charge accounts, 
A new method for producing containing hydrogen, nitrogen, and 

printed wiring directly on ceramic oxygen. The hydrogen in the at- ELECTRIC CAR. RETURNING: 
basis without the use of adhesives mosphere reduces the copper An electric passenger car with 
has recently been developed. The oxides to metallic copper, while speeds up to 60 miles per hour and 
basis of the new process, which the oxygen prevents reduction of a battery range of 80 miles will 
uses standard silk screening tech- other oxides in the system and pro- soon go into production. The vehi- 
niques for forming the pattern, is a motes good wetting of the glass cle, which was designed for urban 
specially formulated copper-bear- frit and the ceramic. Without the driving, has two 2.5-horse-power 
ing paste. Following the printing oxygen present, a poor bond re- motors. They operate on batteries 
of the desired pattern on the cera- sults. that can be charged on standard 
mic base, the piece is fired in a Printed wiring cards prepared 110-volt ac power. 
two-step process, resulting in a this way can be dip-soldered with- THE END 
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8 Po (it a pos To our missile experts, “is it ready” is al- 

oe oe 7 5. 0ClCO Y 7 most as important as “how far can it go.” 
: ] ia | i. \ an 4 y 2 For retaliatory power, missile crews must 

| at) COU : be able to launch a maximum number of 
ad ! a a missiles in rapid fire order. 

: 7 ae: , America’s intercontinental ballistic mis- 
a rh ra Ve y : sile, the Atlas, had already proved itself 

: a fteUCUC \hd rs i, aa for distance on a 5500-nautical-mile range. 
SS LULmUrmre™ coy aie j But checkout and launching took several 

a xs CO 2... * ae Brie : hours. So the next step in turning the mis- 
SS ee 7 i " sile into an operational weapon was to 
Ye | ‘ewe a Demon a make it ready for quick action. RCA was 
oe (le x NU ne selected to build an electronic system that 

i : Z | a lt 2-2 / - would radically reduce the countdown 

' eee op | i a ,* LS time at the Atlas Operational Bases now 
a =k | a . 2 i ia we : nailing under construction. 

E a 2 v na oo 7 a Ue «. ce Now, in a matter of minutes, this elabo- 
' iT] pas CUFF fo | | ; rate electronic system can determine if 
iar | , eo v7 = | m i S i ee any part needs attention—or signals that 

y te a : a Neh te wp Me of the missile will be ready to go. 
: AS oN ae ae Le | This automatic checkout equipment 

an - 4 és an ee itt = and launch control system for the Atlas is pel A /. ee ... ~~ , - 2 3 Sie. os < os eo kane one more of the many ways in which RCA 
' oe is ] ao oo . . bl i = a sf = ey ~~ 444 | Electronics works to strengthen our 

| ae. i — - A “37 national defense. 

4 = COS - RADIO CORPORATION 
me og Te Ce if — yo 
ey So. oo Ml OF AMERICA 

re oe ST oe 

Atlas missile, built by Convair (Astronautics) Division of General Dynamics Corporation as prime contractor. 
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KHK NEWS AIEE-IRE NEWS and shown by film chairman John 

The Kappa Eta Kappa house The second meeting of the Stu- Traimer. omber 6 trip to the Na- 
has been literally alive the past dent Branch of the American In- ti ar Metals Sh “held : ” Chi 
month with activities, featuring stitute of Electrical Engineers and von ve “ise scod and the trip 
post football game parties of vari- Radio Engineers began on_ the mo the Ae . an iy Ht té Fie 
ous types. The October 17 Beatnik steps of the union theater lobby ing and "Metalluc ‘ical oan gers: 
party, “Expresso,” stands out. The where the group had its picture Chica x0 cha teria Siadent Ke ht 
party room, basement, being gen- taken for the Badger. én Dcorber 10 was considered , 
crously decorated with gloom and Immediately following, the Stu- The me bers. £ the f sults “of 
the most up-to-date lingo of the dent Branch joined forces with the isa Dewart ‘ont ° f Mi on y i 
College of Complexes of Chicago Madison Professional Section in — / flocieat i a vt me an 
provided an excellent setting. Two the auditorium of the Wisconsin a ed to. | oeedene’ v abers 

weeks earlier there loomed a Center. President Bill Dachelet ae oben oi cc Ponor ce 

hither-to unheard of musicians — entertained motions by John Nic- Oy tom noel gue: ee an, > 
from the fraternity whose members hols to acquire a full page in the Club President ane bas Presi ea 
really put out. They will entertain Badger for the organization and by a ae ey ye ew Tio ty eR mE 
the entire block with music from Jim Vanderhagen to have a beer ane¢ a Drs. T. D. on and A K 
now on. and pizza meeting in December. ae F. H. Vitovec, anc oo 

The new pledges this semester The program was enlightened "Ay a s Ghose business ating 

are proving to be alive also, having by Dr. George Swenson’s exhilarat- and fe ag OF aa tefn ohocae 
a much broader education than ing talk on “Problems of Space an entertamment, nari uments 

was anticipated. Aside from doing Communication.” Dr. Swenson, be- yore served by Club Treasurer 
well scholastically, their mischiev- ing a noted expert on radio astro- David: Nelson: 
ous antics have been felt. We are nomical research, EE professor, 

sure that this will be an interesting and world wide traveler, held an TRIANGLE 
semester. attentive audience captive for an One of the highlights of the fall 

The business meetings have ade- hour with his far reaching knowl- season was the success of the Tri- 
quately fulfilled their purpose— edge on space problems. angle — ae se on | 
highlighted by an interesting and rst place in its division. Basketba 
if DEn uve talk by the Canara MINING ‘AND: METALLURGY CLUB practices are being held in an | 
Electric representative, George The movie, “Challenge of Outer effort to continue the winning 
Coover. Mr, Coover emphasized the Space,” featuring Dr. Wehrner von efforts. 
importance of having a particular Braun, was the main attraction of Triangle’s Homecoming party, 
plan in mind while going to the the first meeting of the Mining and with many alumni and_ brothers 
university and looking 18 months Metallurgy Club. A “Woody Wood- from the Illinois Chapter in attend- 
into the future after college. Sec- pecker” cartoon on golfing was also ance proved to be a very enter- 
ondly, leadership ability “in prac- shown with hilarious comments on _ taining evening. A buffet luncheon 
tice” at school is always considered it by Club Vice President Vladimar at the chapter house followed the 
by the perspective employer. Petrovich. The films were selected football game. 
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ii it-6hCUmUrrlml CTD i & the field of heat power. Professor 
7. 4 a . 1 Po Ss _— ~ Emeritus B. G. Elliott, former head en Sa. (i a = of the Department of Mechanical ao fs )hlUlUcUhlUcUrl Ee eT 5 ih Engineering at the University of a ; ; _— if ee ee y Wisconsin introduced his friend to a y Ze yy, be a o. a? iP the section. Professor Christie . ee ~ ae A spoke on “Where will we be in 

| . ¢ - i 2 : : After Professor Christie’s Speech, a a wa “gd * v Professor Dolan presented Profes- A _ a | / sor Elliott with an award, on be- oe a i paar Pia, 
: . . id . it r~, i half of the national organization, i: . \ wd a honoring Professor Elliott for his , ae ' service to A.S.M.E. and the field of ' / r F ad mechanical engineering, 

' 

a "ie ASCE STUDENT CHAPTER 
wa : The Student Chapter of the _ - m a American Society of Civil Engi- rll neers at the University of Wiscon- ee Po sin is composed of undergraduate ; 5 So @ civil engineering students. Profes- ™ a sor Eldon C. Wagner of the Civil a cs Engineering Department is the 

a ea faculty adviser. 
= ] The Student Chapter of ASCE 

. - ae offers civil engineering students an : tS opportunity to develop, along with al - . their classroom instruction, the 
> =e Oe EEL oe au of their engineer- 8 ? ee ing education by participation in . _ sete | the activities of the chapter, and 

Professor Christie, Professor Dolan, Professor Emeritus Elliott, and Dean Wendt by contact with their fellow stu- at the ASME Banquet. dents and other engineering stu- 
dents. Membership in the chapter 

An interesting talk by Professor behalf of the Engineering college. assures that contacts can be made 
Duffy of Wisconsin’s Solar Energy Next, Professor T. Dolan, Region with the technical and professional 
Laboratory preceded our entertain- Six Vice President, offered his con- progress of civil engineering and 
ing rushing guests at a smoker re- gratulations on behalf of the na- with some of the leaders who | are 
cently, We would like to extend an tional organization. Following Pro- responsible for that progress. Even 
invitation to all engineers to drop fessor Dolan, Professor D. F. more important, membership offers 
in at future Triangle rushing Livermore, student section faculty the chance to take part in the con- 
smokers. Notices of these smok- advisor, was introduced and he in structive activities carried on by 
ers will be posted on all bulletin turn introduced the following stu- future leaders of the profession. 
boards and on our board in the dent section officers: Jerry Jen- The Student Chapter supplements 
Mechanical Engineering lobby. nings, President; Charles Veen, regular class and laboratory work, 

Treasurer; and Sally Trieloff, Secre- and is the only agency that can 
A.S.M, E. tary. Jerry Jennings then gave a relate the professional develop- 

The October meeting of the stu- short talk thanking Dean Wendt, ment or hi ee SS "EEE oben le "nk f£ ASME. was a Professor Dolan, and the senior ment of the OE. 
at oe “ns + held ‘with the section for all their aid. Members of the Student Chap- 

Madison. The meeting celebrated River Valley Section Vice Pres- 0 t ania a Heguiar the fiftieth anniversary of the ident, then gave a talk on the his- quarter Se me meld - eal founding of the Wisconsin chapter tory of the student section. He _ etch sind mang re BENS of the student section of A.S.M.E. stated that the student section was i ee and Socia events. 
In place of the regular business founded in 1909 while the senior ae i 0. Special met to str meeting many people were intro- section was not founded until 1926 Cents ¥ ho eee the import 

duced by the master of cere- thus “the child is older than the ee Bro nae a _ growth sand monies. The first person to be in- parent.” Also he read letters from oe nes en a Jount br 
troduced was Dean K. F, Wendt, _ four chapter members of the group. of t © Student Benes t sae head of the College of Engineer- The main speaker of the evening Wisagasie eb th © ‘Gee o in ing of the University of Wisconsin, was Professor Emeritus A. G. was hela at the Cuba C 
who offered his congratulations on Christie, a well-known authority in (Continued on page 47) 
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nee al bs mc Miss Jennifer Warren is our 
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: ue 4 yf ' LC rather pensive Miss of the 
ee i pond 

io ae a Month of December. Her home 
_ . _ ® # 2 es | oy [8 is NYC and she likes, besides 

so ‘ Pe LC guitars, of course, drama and 

es Pigs. Le the theater. Jennifer (please, 
oa ee gi es 5 don’t abbreviate) has had expe- 

i anil , vience on both sides of the 
oe _— __ stage, and actually prefers the 
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P 3 Cu, y backstage work. However, we 
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COMPUTERS, CAREERS and YOU... 

ft join Western Electri 
Interested in computers, computer technology and ap- will be corresponding opportunities for career building 
plications? Then you should investigate Western Elec- within research and engineering. Progress is as rapid as 
tric as a place to build vour career. Telephony today is your own individual skills permit. And Western Electric 
built around computers. The telephone cross-bar switch maintains both full-time all-expenses-paid graduate 
is basically a computer. Electronic switching gear uses engineering training and tuition refund plans to help 
computer principles. you move ahead in your chosen field. 
At its new engineering research center and at most Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, indus- 

of its 25 manufacturing locations, Western is relying trial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as in the 
more and more on computers in doing its main job as physical sciences. For more information get your copy 
manufacturing and supply unit for the Bell Telephone of \Caisider @ Career at Western Electric from “your 
Suske Tyke other. maion Aald = Dekense Ci se Placement Officer. Or write College Relations, Room 
ystem. In its other major field—Defense Communica- 200D, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New 

tions and Missile systems — the use of computers and York 7, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a Western 
computer technology is widespread. Electric interview when the Bell System team visits your 

You'll discover quickly that opportunities with campus. —— 
Western Electric are promising indeed. Here company —— i] ere | 
growth stands on a solid base, and your own growth, VAs ro iB (Ze C700 | 
too. We estimate that engineers will find 8,000 super- Lo Te 

visory jobs open to them in the next ten years. There - MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.: Burlington. Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C. 

Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.; Teletype Corporation. Chicago 14, Ill. and Little Rock, Ark 

Also Western Electric Distribution Centers in 32 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headauarters: 195 Broadway. New York 7, N. Y. 
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Basic Research at IBM 

re j —— : a re : | 

IBM scientist Gerald Burns | y —f So i 4 

studies ferroelectrics (ap =. & feo ol 
to improve understanding Ae . y 48 | 

of their basic properties. —_  -_ < ~~ | 

Hi, mpage genes aj igs “gemma oe : sem > ee a —— : a 

oa) i LY t Oe A day at the laboratory 

sm Oe | 4 8 One of the eight scientists in the Ferroelectric Re- 
>. Se if ~ : 4 search Group, 26-year-old Gerald Burns began a 

ie ess h0lUlUtt~™ r _ recent day by setting up equipment for the first 
1 Pe | fo daily run. 

ah . =) ioe fe . . “The experiment is conceptually quite simple," he 
ae ie ‘ie [ i explained. ‘'A ferroelectric crystal is placed in the 

is i Se — fF q tank circuit of an oscillator, between the pole 
i N A tf? pieces of a large electromagnet. The sample is sur- 
/ _ 4 . _ ‘ rounded by a dewar so that the temperature can be- 

. accurately regulated. Then the magnetic field is 

. _ slowly decreased. When the field reaches certain 

: A values, the nuclei in the crystal absorb energy from 

A basie:researeh project the oscillator. The trick is to detect this absorption 

“I'm using nuclear resonance to explore ferro- which is quite small. Runs at various temperatures 

electrics,’’ says IBM scientist Gerald Burns. are made, and the temperature dependence of this 

“We're trying to discover how the ions in a ferro- absorption is studied. 

electric crystal are arranged, and why and how After setting up the first run, Gerry Burns met 

they change position and structure with tempera- with the head of his group. Together, they dis- 

ture changes. Ferroelectric crystals have a revers- cussed the temperature dependence of the nuclear 

ible spontaneous polarization . . . that is, they can quadrupole resonance coupling constants. Several 

be polarized in either of two directions, and, by helpful suggestions were made. 

the application of an electric field, polarization can Gerry Burns then talked with chemists who grow 

be reversed.” the crystals used in the experiments. They dis- 

How did Gerry Burns come to work on this prob- cussed possible variations in the crystal-growing 

lem? ‘‘l started this particular research project be- method and considered the growth of other crys- 

cause it was related to other work | had been doing tals in order to broaden the experiments. 

and | felt it would prove challenging and reward- Early in the afternoon, he attended a seminar con- 

ing. Little is known about what goes on in a ferro- ducted by a visiting professor on the subject of 

electric crystal—or why. Our basic objectives are the atomic structure of solids. Each week, several 

to find out what and why. such seminars on a variety of technical matters 

“At the planning stage, the project seemed to offer are given. 

a great research potential, but none of us was After the seminar, Gerry Burns returned to set up 

sure how long the project might last or what its another run at a different temperature. He also 

ramifications might eventually be. It’s a good ex- talked to a technician about building a new piece 

ample of the basic research done at IBM.” of equipment to be used in future experiments.
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Excellent facilities and programs “ ae 
Le 

“Besides these experiments, I’m also doing some 4 

theoretical calculations in the field of nuclear 

quadrupole resonance. The actual computations Some IBM advantages 

were done here at the Laboratory on an IBM 704, Employee-benefit plans, paid for by the Company, 
which can perform jn minutes computations which are comprehensive, liberal, and kept up to date 

would take weeks if done by other methods. to meet changing conditions. They include life 
“This is one of the advantages of working at IBM. insurance, family hospitalization, major medical 
Large-scale high-speed computers are available to coverage, sickness and accident pay, permanent 

research scientists when needed. Furthermore you disability pay, and retirement benefits. 

will find your colleagues always willing to help 

when you are stumped by a problem. Many of m * * 

these men are recognized authorities in their ay gs a 
. , . . Talented college graduates will find exciting, re- 

fields. The exchange is always informative and . bess 
. . warding careers at IBM. Excellent opportunities 

often stimulates new ideas and approaches. . . 
a . are now available in research, development, manu- 
Our Company offers many educational opportu- “ " 
en A facturing, and programming. Find out from your 

nities—both in general education and for ad- s a i 
Pe ag ee College Placement Office when our interviewers 

vanced degrees,’’ Gerry Burns said. ‘‘As an exam- : os . . 
: ae : will next visit your campus. Or, for information 

ple, engineers and scientists may earn a Master's : . 
about careers of interest to you, write to: 

Degree in a post-graduate program conducted by 

Syracuse University right here in Poughkeepsie. . . 
. Director of Recruit t, Dept. 

“We also have a very useful library. Just the other | itment,..Dept. 839 

day | dropped in to pick up some technical papers IBM Corporation 
| needed as source material for an article. I’ve al- 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York 

ready published one paper on my experiments,” 

he noted. ‘‘You’re encouraged to publish your 

findings and to participate in professional society 

meetings. It’s important for a research man to 

work in an atmosphere where independent think- 

ing is encouraged and where every effort is made ® 

to facilitate research investigations.” INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION



‘ aluminum engine appear not to 

Importance of Aluminum offer any problems in the future. 
(Continued from page 17) Aluminum cylinder heads and cyl- 

fe eS wearin uma inder blocks with cast iron liners 
<i sae ne : ea Z ae i have run successfully in the past. _ 

— 4 Pree eS Fs The mechanical properties of 
ssn wi ee - ¥ a oo one wear-resistant, 19% silicon- 

% a ray ait Ee aluminum alloy was compared 
yee See ee, | Pn ae with automotive cylinder iron and 
a Ss “Ota we 355 aluminum, Although the prop- 
Pe a hi P , erties are not identical with those 4 a SK —6—hlmlmlmtwt~w~—“—~=~SsOCSSS ‘ 

ws ap of cast iron, they are good enough 
= ~— Se ar 1. for aluminum engine blocks. Even 

te a : where the properties are lower 
4 a _ than desired, changes in design can 

ie * ae a often compensate for the slightly 
a es ae >) lower properties. Since aluminum 

A ae sl OO x : blocks and heads have been de- 
ne cnet) a ee Sy y__ signed and run satisfactorily under 

tt ae 7. aon aS pa ~2/ ¥ a number of test conditions, there 

meres ee fe be appear to be no unsolvable prob- 
| : a. lems in obtaining desired mechan- 
| si oo be yi ‘ ical properties. Furthermore, the 
| iw ee high thermal conductivity of alumi- 

— num affords excellent paths for 
This aerial view of Chevrolet Motor Division’s new aluminum foundry (lower the dissipation of heat, thus reduc- 

right) at Massena, N.Y., shows the private road over which molten aluminum is ing strain and distortion. 
delivered from Reynolds Metals Company's nearby reduction plant {usec lett 
specially-e: ed Che et tra a rr 5 - 3 

Fee ackek crucibles of the molten metal over the tne-quarter mile toute, The Production Problems 
Chevrolet plant makes aluminum castings for automobile engines and transmissions. Since progress in the solution of 

all pertinent metallurgical prob- 

many materials were investigated ample, two groups of aluminum lems has been significant, there is 

in both laboratories and engines. cylinder bores, one sprayed with no reason to believe that they will 
One problem considered was to molybdenum and the other chrome- not all be successfully solved in the 

find a cylinder bore material avail- plated, were subjected to dyna- near future, . 
able at a reasonable price. The | ™ometer testing, the molybdenum- ; As previously mentioned, there 
previous use of chrome-plating as sprayed bores showed good per- is a growing tendency for car 

a wear-resistant material on cylin- formance, whereas the chrome- manufacturers to locate substan- 

der bores has a main drawback of plated bores occasionally showed tial foundry facilities near alumi- 
ad ot . excessive wear at the top of the num reduction plants. Molten 
cost. Until now, the use of alumi- . . : % . 5 . a 
num engines depends largely on piston ring travel. The same condi- aluminum, or aluminum alloy, is 

he successful development of cast tion also occurred on chrome- transported from the reduction 

25h, wearausiceal dhemingon a plaged Guat. teen Hors, Ehe wea plant in insufated * holding a ye . resistant aluminum alloys, includ- rectly to the foundry holding fur- 
loys, OF dependable coatings and ing the high silicon materials,  naces of the auto plant, thus elim- 
sprayings which can be econom- showed satisfactory wear charac- inating remelting costs. Some lati- 
ically and simply applied and in- teristics when dynamometer- and tude is available in the molding 
spected. The many materials in-  field-tested. After more than 100,- methods to be used. Some designs 
vestigated showed varying degrees (0 miles of service by aluminum _ have been directed toward a poten- 
of promise ranging from very good engines in actual cars, there appear tial use of die-castings. Technical 
to unsatisfactory. Among the more to be several solutions to wear and breakthroughs in die-casting tech- 
promising were coatings and wear- score problems under normal driv- niques have made mass production 

resistant aluminum alloys. Coat- ing conditions. In the event that of the large castings needed for en- 
mgs included are iron plate, elec- none of these meet all the require- _ gine blocks practical, although auto 
trolysis nickel-plate, oxide coatings, ments, the use of the cast iron cyl- makers contend gas porosity is still 
sprayed steel, sprayed molybde- inder liner can still be relied upon. a major problem in die-casting 
num, and sprayed aluminum and Using the cast iron liner would not — such large parts. The improved 
aluminum alloys. be an ideal solution to the problem — dimensional control of the die- 

Tests indicate all of the mate- because the goals of maximum casting operation holds parts to 
rials considered are better than a weight reduction and minimum closer tolerances, reducing or elim- 
heat-treated gray iron which was cost would not be achieved. How- inating other machining operations. 
rated at 100% wear. When the ever, it is not believed that reli- For instance, many bolt holes need 
geometry and the wear conditions ance on cast iron as a bore material only be tapped in aluminum, 
are changed, sometimes other will ultimately be necessary. whereas, cast iron would require 
problems are encountered. For ex- Corrosion characteristics of an drilling and tapping. However, cyl- 
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The savings would be brought 
aw °F fame about by the decreased collateral 
Pe patti: charges, such as transportation 
= PEELE! and materials handling charges. 

PH The parts that appear feasible 
E RHEE for production in aluminum  in- 
bY PE clude: pistons transmission parts, 

PEE PEE cylinder block, cylinder heads, 
bt 8d SHH piecttiet brake drums, clutch housing, and 
S HEHE En intake manifold. The weight 

° HHH pseeinite of these components totals 157 
HEHE i pounds of aluminum compared 

5 HEEEE: to more than 600 pounds of cast 
i HEE i en iron. The location of auto plants 

He i near aluminum reduction plants 
CYL. IRON WEAR | sprayed CHROME and the tremendous quantities of 
BOR. RESISTANT | Me PLATE aluminum purchased by contract 

ALUMINUM | also have a considerable influence 
SURFACE on its price. 

CAST | sti 
TREATED Current and Future Applications 

The amount of aluminum used 

per car has risen from the two 
inder liners are still required as tates greater ease of handling dur- pounds used prior to World War 
will be the case for most die-cast ing machining operations than is II to an industry average of 40.7 
designs. possible with cast iron. pounds in 1957, 52.4 pounds in 

An alternative method of pro- 1958, and an estimated 58 pounds 

ducing engine blocks is by perma- Cost Problems in 1959. Some car models, notably 
nent molding. A foreign made V-8 A number of different cost sur- those produced by Chrysler Cor- 
block has been produced com- veys have been made and the re- poration, consistently use higher 
pletely on permanent mold equip- sults indicate that aluminum is than average amounts of alumi- 
ment. It still requires an inserted competitive with cast iron. A com- num. 

liner. Semi-permanent mold meth- parison of the cast iron engine Some of the applications of 
ods could be used to produce an block with the die cast aluminum aluminum that are now being used, 
integral bore engine block. Both block previously mentioned illus- or that are in the process of being 

V-8 and six-cylinder blocks have trates two important economic fac- used, are aluminum grilles, color- 
been successfully cast in both tors; first, the improved foundry anodized aluminum as a material 
green and dry sand molds. Ulti- techniques, with better dimension- for interior decoration as well as 
mate economics will determine the al accuracy and permitting less for utility uses, extrusions for side 
final molding method, but at the subsequent machining, have re- panels, “wheels, wheel covers, 
present time, sand molding appears duced the prohibitive cost of alu- bumpers, tail lamp body trim, 
to be the most uneconomical. The minum, and second, although alu- clutch housings, transmission hous- 

high-silicon alloys of aluminum minum castings are considerably ings and parts, pistons, brake 
are more difficult to cast than more expensive per pound, the drums, carburetors, battery cables, 
alloys such as 355. greatly reduced weight of the en- spark plug parts, front wheel 

Obviously, since a number of gine offsets this disadvantage. brakes, cylinder heads, cylinder 
aluminum engines have already It should be noted that there is blocks, roofs, radiators, and intake 

been built, there are no existing actually a lower weight ratio than manifolds. 
impossible machining problems. would be predicted by the densi- The possibility that car weighs 
There exists a general belief ties of aluminum and cast iron. If will decrease is of immense con- 
that all aluminum alloys can a liner is to be used with a partic- cern to the automotive industry. 
be machined at much higher rates ular block, the liners will increase The actual number of pounds of 
than can presently be used for cast the cost of the block and place the ferrous products will undoubtedly 
iron. This is not necessarily true. aluminum engine at some cost dis- be reduced as car weights come 
The very high silicon-aluminum advantage. The cost disadvantage down, but more important, the in- 
alloys, for example, have about emphasizes the need for the satis- creased emphasis on the weight 
50% greater tool wear than con- factory development of aluminum reduction will be without any cor- 

ventional aluminum alloys, while alloys or cheap, durable coatings responding decrease in roominess 
the conventional alloys can be or sprayings which eliminate the — oy performance. Whenever pos- 
machined at a faster rate than can liner. sible, engineers will be trying to 
cast iron. The improved dimen- One authority states that if replace ferrous materials with light 

sional accuracy of die-cast parts aluminum could be directly sub- metals so that the consumer will 
reduces the amount of machining stituted for cast iron and at an benefit by the increased durability, 
required because of decreased fin- equal cost, the auto maker would greater safety, improved perform- 
ishing allowances. In addition, the still profit six cents per pound de- ance, and reduced cost. 
light weight of aluminum facili- crease in weight of end product. THE END 
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(LO 
Profusely illustrated with hun- well as dry pavement resulting in 

dreds of photographs and draw- considerable fundamental data in 

We p ings, the 144 page, clothbound this area. 

— aaa book is a must for the serious rod- The tests on which the findings 

der, It is available from your favor- and conclusions are based were 
ite bookstore or directly from the conducted on rear- and all-wheel 
publisher, Arco Publishing Com- drive straight and truck trac- 
pany, 480 Lexington Avenue, New tor semitrailer units. The semi- 

NEW GUIDE FOR HOT RODDERS York 17, New York, for the low trailers used in the tests were a 

k . ; price of $2.50 per copy. standard suspension and the Ron- 

How To Build and Race UL " A rodder is sure ti dogmove his ning suspension. The brake timing 
Rods,” by Griff Borgeson, is one of elapsed time with this book. Fol- and synchronization studies com- 

the best answers to date: ito meet lowing some of the advice given by pared full air, air over hydraulic, 

the speed Consclous age we live the experts here, not arm chair and electric brakes. Also included 

in, Here is one of the most com- Quivers but active winners and in this report are results of tests on 
plete guides for the hot-rodders or champions, is a sure fire way of anelectic duive taal: 

dragster ever printed. making you a winner too. Considerable attention was given 

Borgeson, a hot-rod and safety to instrumentation and methods of 
expert of long standing, has spared PERFORMANCE STUDIES OF tests. ag well ‘as vesults: with the 

nine Ene: monetion ta. Toanging STRAIGHT TRUCKS AND TRUCK thought that such information 
to the reader interviews with the TRACTOR SEMITRAILER UNITS would be of value to students in 

top men in hot rodding today. automotive engineering and other 
These experts—Les Ritchey, Chuck By A. H. EASTON investigators in this field 

Potvin, Karol Miller, and many, Pee Paget 18 sepiete NEG figures. ‘ mwestigators in thus ner 
others—freely tell about their expe- “oUniversity Seiad daly a lose” 

riences, give tips on souping, tun- Price: $3.00 HOW AND WHERE TO LOOK IT UP 

ing, supercharging, and fuel injec- This report presents the results A Guide to Standard Sources of Information 
tions. Racing and driving tech- of approximately six years of re- By ROBERT W. MURPHY 

niques for dragsters, lakesters, search on motor trucks. The study 721 pages. Price: $15.00 
sports rods, and the new craze, go- covered the stability, tire wear, If an expert is a person who 

karts are fully discussed by such steering, stresses in a frame, brake knows where to find information 
outstanding figures as Jim Nelson, — timing and synchronization, pave- and how to use it when he finds it, 
Dode Martin, Mickey Thompson, ment deflection, location of center this book should go a long way to 
Al Miller, and Marvin Patche, each of gravity, block tests of engines, making you one. 

of them a wizard in his own partic- torque build-up in a power train, This is a reference book for find- 
ular field. Construction of a drag- and standard engineering perform- ing other reference books—which is 
ster is shown by Scotty Fenn ance tests. The latter included fuel not a bad idea in this day and age. 
whose cars are record smashers at — economy, drawbar pull, accelera- The book contains 3900 reference 
every track. Some of the other — tion, braking, tractive resistance, sources, indexed and cross-indexed 
more detailed chapters are on and cooling. The drawbar tests (and then some) in 10,000 analyt- 
Power Takeoffs, Crash Helmets, were conducted on ice and snow ical subject references. 

Roll Bars, and Customizing. with and without tire chains as (Continued on page 54) 
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_ New American Society for Metals Headquarters 
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NEW HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR METALS, Novelty, Ohio, east of Cleveland. 
Architect: JOHN TERENCE KELLY. Consulting Engineer: MAYER AND VALEN- 
TINE. General Contractor: GILLMORE-OLSON COMPANY. Plumbing and 
Heating Contractor: SPOHN HEATING & VENTILATING COMPANY. Dome 
Design: R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER, SYNERGETICS, INC. 

Imagination shows in the building 

— practical planning in the choice of Jenkins Valves 

| Metals Park... dramatic new Headquarters of the You would expect men of metals to choose metal 

| American Society for Metals, is a showcase for the products of superiority for their headquarters. And 

wonderful world of metals. they did — including Jenkins Valves for all plumb- 
: . ; ing. heati : ‘onin® aes. 

The geodesic dome, “werld’s largest space lattice,” ing, heating ait ais Condivonine lines. They had 
requiced thirteen miles‘of tubing and rods incopen: good reason: superior metals give Jenkins Valves 

ey : 8 n OP the extra stamina that makes them famous for long 
work trellis. It stands as a monument to man’s imag- life and dependability 

ination in the use of the raw elements of the earth, . / 

as symbolized in the circular Mineral Garden below. Whenever a building is planned with the future in 

At Metals Park, metals are everywhere and every- mind, it’s wise to specify or install Jenkins Valves. 

thing — providing an ideal background for ASM’s They’re the practical choice to assure longtime 

many services to 30,000 members in the metal efficiency and economy — and they cost no more. 

industry. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave., New York 17. 

Ah le 
aS, Le __ 100K FOR THE JENKINS OAMOND go 

ee 
 .  £# i ##§$§=§— «2 CUD 

SOLD THROUGH LEADING DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE Be 
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| TOMORROW BEGINS TODAY AT CONVAIR SAN/ DIEGO Rx0)a (Uta ay (CaaS Dela NTR) 

a As an engineering, mathematics or physics 

< major, you will soon be called upon to make 

one of the most important decisions of your life: 

a Choice of Association. 

i CONVAI R/SAN DIEGO In making that decision, we hope you will choose 
ENGINEERING~—CONVAIR DIVISION OF ; the aerospace industry and Convair/San Diego. But 

C5 whatever your choice, the selection of association GENERAL DYNAMICS your‘ . 
ei must be made with meticulous care and keen aware- ~ 4 — 2.2... ness of what that decision will mean, not only 

neces. immediately, but in years to come. 

Co _ > gC To arrive at such an important decision, you will 
(  ..hlrlrrrt~—~—<“—tiNSC a... mS 4 need all the information available to you. That is 

i oo why Convair/San Diego is suggesting that you care- 
nn | fully read a new booklet prepared for the express 

ani ||6|6Dmrmrt—i( ...C purpose of helping you make this vital decision. ! 
aes (i a ‘ Within the twenty-four pages of this brochure, you | 

j 4, ye | ‘ will find detailed information about Convair, the 
| Oe [conn 4 General Dynamics Corporation, and the work of 

i : a een : each group within the Convair/San Diego engineer- 
| eee PB ing Department. 

ae a ee ; oS Whether or not you decide to discuss your career aly ‘ - ey ‘ ' you : Hy! 
od ener aa ee with us in more detail, we sincerely believe you will in eaaltie oi . Ne 
“— Yili : be better equipped to make your decision after 

iz : "and 8 reading this brochure. 
nnn Sr _. is If your placement office does not have a copy, we 

— : - o wae - ., | AS ii will be pleased to mail you one. Simply write to 
. | fies ; L = | Mr. M. C. Curtis, Industrial Relations Administra- 

ee (iio tor, Engineering, 

OMAS.UE CAYO NeOnonvuswenmones GENERAL DYNAMICS 
3302 PACIFIC HIGHWAY, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
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NEW PRODUCTS LEAD TO BETTER JOBS AT DU PONT 
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COULD YOU MAKE A BETTER BATHING SUIT? 
The suits these girls are wearing are DuPont. Others have. Maybe that’s 
made of nylon, the first truly synthetic part of the reason half of Du Pont’s 
fiber. It is a product of DuPont re- profits today come from products un- 
search. Pure research. Applied research. _ heard of twenty-five years ago. 

oe oie an ceed | research If you join Du Pont, the men who have 
an product a aaa require worked on new products and ways to 
many EYPES"O: Skuse make them are the men who will teach 

You may not discover a new fiber, but you. You will be given an actual project 

as a technical man you can profit well assignment almost at once, and you will 

anyway. For once a product—any prod- _ begin to learn your job by doing it. Ad- 
uct—is discovered, hundreds of technical — vancement will come as rapidly as your 
men go to work. Pilot plants are de- abilities permit and opportunities de- 
signed. Operating procedures are devised. velop. For DuPont personnel policy is 

New plants are built. Manufacturing based firmly on the belief in promotion 
methods are improved. Product quality from within the company strictly on a 
is worked on, backed by DuPont’s policy: merit _ basis. 

, : : 
Let's pate ub patie sa - Poy “Te For more information about career 

ener ban ti nlater HEME ba mea opportunities at Du Pont, ask your place- 
ine & The ‘lay ee are ment officer for literature. Or write us. 
Sal oh ayers! Men of every tech- 7. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 
nical specialty. 2420 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, 

You'll find a teamwork atmosphere at —_—_ Delaware. 

UPON me 

Better Things for Better Living ... through Chemistry 
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APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY It seems that since the farmer is threshold of an unknown world, 
TO AGRICULTURE having his attention directed to-  timidly seeking light. For instance, 

February, 1907 ward the application of scientific we must find a cheap way to 
aes at, principles to the farm, and since manufacture natural gas artifically, 

Vos little has been accom manual labor on the farm is very that is CH,, and yet no one has so 
plished in the application of expensive and the young men on far found it. 
clectricity to agricultural the farm are not staying, but prefer 

operation in comparison with what to go to the city and become motor- SOME USES OF ELECTRICITY IN 

remains to be done, or compared men, work in a livery stable or any THE WORKING OF METALS W ith what it is desirable to accom- place rather than stay on the farm, _ 
plish. Electricity has entered into and since the time is rapidly ap- 4 ; 
every phase ot our modern life but proaching now when power in Present methods of working met- 

in this particular domain it has large quantities will be available, it als involve the use of electrical en- 

been the slowest to make itself felt. .ooms certain that this development ¢Sy in so great a variety of ways 
At present, it is very common to which has long been looked for- that even a reference to all of them 

find that the farmer has bought a ward to is on the verge of realiza- is scarcely possible within the 
five or ten horse-power gas engine tion, scope of a short paper. Perhaps the 
and uses it to saw wood, separate first application of electricity to 
cream, make butter, cut up feed the treatment of metal objects was 
and other such purposes, and he is GAS ENGINEERING made over half a century ago when 
finding it is also possible to have a 1904 electroplating came into vogue. 
dynamo and_ battery for lighting The gas business is essentially Nearly every metal working plant 
the building, and doubtless it will the business for a chemist. Where of considerable size now has its 
occur to him that, if the generator do we find richer fields for inves- plating department, and estimated 
is of sufficient capacity, all these tigation, or better scope for that — on the basis of product turned out 
power operations can be performed research for economy than in this and on the value or ornamentation 
much better by a motor, as the ap- industry? Take ordinary coal gas. and protection against corrosion 
plication of the power not be in It is composed largely of some which electro-deposited _ coatings 
the same building as the engine; in eight or ten substances, but there afford, it may well be ranked as 
other words, it becomes a much are traces of numberless organic one of the most important indus- 
more flexible arrangement. changes, decompositions, and for- tries of the present time. 

Now of course when the farmer mations during its evolution in the The magnetic effect of the elec- 
buys a gas engine and uses a gen- retort. Ammonia, cyanogen, and tric current has recently been suc- 
erator, it will be of a very limited tar afford unlimited possibilities to cessfully applied in the quick-act- 
capacity and he will not likely un- say nothing of the analysis of the ing magnetic clutch, and the elec- 
dertake any very large power oper- crude substances, coals and oils. tro-magnet used for lifting and 
ations with that plant, but with Then in a works there are flue handling sheet iron is a labor-sav- 
power available in larger quantities gas analysis, and numberless ther- ing device of no little importance. 
from a nearby water plant, or high mo-chemical reactions to be inves- | The heating effect of the current 
potential wires that go in the neigh- tigated. I have been in this busi- when passing through a metal re- 
borhood, they will readily find it ness for years and have devoted a __ sistance has been utilized in an im- 
not only possible but advisable to great deal of study to it, and yet portant machine known as the elec- 
use power on a much larger scale. to-day I feel as if I were at the tric welder, which enables work 
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to be welded not only more quickly should be multiplied by 156.5 and Th C 
and cheaply than could otherwise compared with the tensile strength e amera 
be done, but which also makes bet- per square inch of copper. (Continued from page 15) 
ter welds, and does certain kinds The self-induction in a circuit is size high speed lenses are available 
of work that were impossible un- _ less with large wire than with small at 1 = oa a are ae ° 
der the older methods. Other uses ones, and it is decreased when the $10 6b f the 1 ah > to $300.00 
for electric heating are the anneal- wires are placed closer together. If f tt 4 bost . des c ide cates 
ing of wire, the maintaining and the wires are the same distance ae el BOGE 3 aS 4 vantety 
regulation of the temperature in apart in both cases then the self- ° oe a iebie ‘for thoes 
tempering baths and annealing induction will be less in an alumi- somes are avatlable for these 
furnaces, and for case-hardening. num circuit than in a copper cir- cameras. 

cuit, and the resulting drop in volt- 
age in the line will be slightly less; Stereo Cameras 

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS though the difference is usually Stereo cameras enable pictures to 

June, 1905 quite small, it is in favor of alum- be taken which can be viewed in 
Until aluminum became com- inum. three dimensions. Stereo cameras 

. The induction in one circuit are still selling well after their rise 
mercially practicable copper really caused by “transf action” fr in po wilavity” a few years ago. 
had no rival in the field except in CAUSCE DY wanssormenachon’ trom | See te 
what might be called special cases, circuit Ian adjacent elre ub As the TABS cameras reduire, two lise 
and though elunisunt has now be. same whether either or both cir- to achieve their three dimensional 

come a competitor, copper still cuits are aluminum or both are effect. All models use 35, mm color 
maintains first place in the scale copper, provided the wires _main- film which is readily available. The 
Bf iiportande. tain the same relative positions in lenses on these cameras are usually 

all cases. £/3.5 and shutter speeds to about 
In comparing copper and alu- The quantity of heat produced 1/300 second are common. Prices 

minum, the following facts regard- in two wires being the same the in- range from $30.00 for a non adjust- 
ing the two metals should first be crease in temperature will be able model to about $400.00 for one 

noted: greater in the wire having less sur- of the better models. 
“ face. The copper wire will there- 

Specie Cravi v Cu fore heat more than aluminum Special Cameras 

: pe ° “ravity 7 268 898 Wie. Other cameras such as time lapse 
Relative Specific In general the conductor selected ORES, RUDSE Wide awale: cain. 

Gravity ....... 1.00 3.33 for any particular case must de- SENSES lorwater on ane fj ror. 
Conductivity (Matt- pend largely upon the conditions int ae “ “ oS oe 

hiessens) ...... 61 to 63 97 to 102 to be met since each type has cer- oh ced. as, copy arena ane 

Tensile strength per tain definite fields which it can fill NE! Spee sequence Cameras Ue 
square i ‘ ae available for special purposes. square inch ...... 20,000 to 35.000 better than any other type can. ‘ purl 

20,000 to 65,000 

On account of the lower conduc- 
| tivity of aluminum, the cross-sec- Ropes of Steel Campus News 

tions of aluminum and copper wire (Continued from page 26) (Continued from page 35) 

ortie manatee aa be ix ad their existance. The ropes support Madison. At the dinner meeting 

| inverse ration of their conductivity, and drive the drills which seek the Professor Arno T. Lenz, chairman 
thus ‘an. aluninum wire of 156,000 oil in the earth. Safety factors used of the university's Department of 
circular mils aren will have “the in this field are between two and Civil Engineering, awarded several 

same resistance as a copper wire of 5% which is lower than the safety scholarships, after which Mr. 
100,000 circular mils area. factor in the mining industry. Since Schaefer of Armco Steel Corpora- 

fs the loads are applied more grad- tion spoke on high fills over steel 
Inasmuch as it is necessary to us ually, the wear by abrasion is re- conduits. Some thirty University 

a larger cross-section of aluminum duced. Thus, it “is evident that students attended the meeting. 
in order to obtain equal conductiv- the growing production of oil is The Student Chapter meets 

ity with copper it is also necessary dependent on the progress devel- iwicexa. month, in the evant The 

to take this increased size into con- oped in the wire rope industry. meetin oS usually held. in the Wis- 
sideration in determining the rela- Wire ropes are becoming  in- eonein Unter, consist of an inter- 

tive breaking loads. A load which creasingly important in the oil, astin x pro: rat fallswed by a short 
would break a copper wire of mining and many other industries. bi si oe e sti ¥ And saaalls fas 
100,000 circular mils area would The wire ropes, as all machines, feline me Mauies, “des 2 1 
not break an aluminum wire of are constantly being improved so le en a a a é es ane 
156,000 circular mils area even that they will be able to meet new fa Sp Sea at seat mee : 
though the aluminum be relatively demands created by new products mes DEOMIGS: 3 2 neuen MS Me 
weaker than the copper for equal and industries. Today, wire ropes recent engineering projects and de- 
sections. In order to obtain relative are as old as antiquity but as new velopment. An example of this is 
breaking loads, the tensile strength as tomorrow. ° the interesting talk and slides on 

per square inch of aluminum THE END (Continued on poge 52) 
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Phonograph a microphones, two amplifiers, ridge capable of separating move- 
but on the same tape. The tape is ments and sending out the separate 

(Continued from page 19) then played on a tape recorder outputs to individual amplifier and 
interest. It was the first demonstra. With _BwO pickup heads and two speaker systems. 
tion of stereophonic sound techni- amplifier-speaker systems. Since Among the more recent experi- 

ques. Bell engineers, in 1933, 1 eotiael pounds ue soit twe ments with stereophonics, there is 
broadcasted a performance of the different spots will blend together one which considers a third chan- 
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra and appear to come from a single nel. placed midway between the 

| at The Academy of Music in Phil. Point between the two sources— t . isting channels Its 5 rpose 
adelphia, over a three channel sys- that point being determined by the we on, : " ™ ll na oh 5 ae h , 

| tem to Constitution Hall in Wash- relative loudness of the two sources 8 oO oe the so'callec™-n9e oe © 
ington, D.C. Each channel in- | =the instruments of A, B, C, and saddle . ea en oe 
cluded a microphone, amplifier, D will appear to be in the same a ae ae nee neal 
transmission line, power amplifier, positions as they were when re- ee : etna a he wd fe , te 
and speaker. The great success of corded. conditions: will the soun vote ie 
this experiment prompted Walt Although the overall effect is two channel output blend perfectly 
Disney to use multiple-channel au- more realistic, neither the binaural to cause no empty gap between 
dio techniques in his motion pic- or the stereo sound system is a sub- channels. | The speakers must be a 
ture “Fantasia”, about five years stitute for the high fidelity system. certain distance apart and pointed 
later. These and other experiments Both the right and left channel of | 9 @ certain direction, the listener 
resulted in many attempts to rec- a stereo or binuaral set must be ust be a certain distance from the 
ord sounds with the goal of dimen- _ high fidelity to begin with in order speakers, and the two channels 
sional playback. Two of these to obtain sound that is true. The must be perfectly matched and 
methods survived—binaural and binaural method, although slightly  balanced— all depending upon the 
stereophonic techniques. The bi- more successful than the stereo characteristics of the room. Of 

naural method attempts to dupli- method, is more expensive, much — even more importance is the fact 
cate the hearing process. In record- harder to keep adjusted, and has a that both channels must be in 
ing binaurally, two microphones, very limited supply of recordings. phase. In other words, the fluctuat- 
spaced about eight inches apart, —_ Besides all this, the earphones are _ ing impulses from the separate am- 
oe i pproxmate the pickup annoying. For these and other rea- plifiers must be travelling the same 

he ene a the ded i aa sons, binaural sound is fading out direction, at the same time, with | 

magnetic tape, and then sometimes hold sequiginent. ers. One impulse cannot be push- 
on two separate bands of a disc re- Quite the opposite is happening ing while the other is pulling, with 

cord. The latter is called the Cook to stereo, however. This is due proper results. The simple answer 
Method. It consists of placing one mainly to the newly patented, to this problem is to switch the 
channel on an outer band and the _ single-groove method of recording terminals on one speaker, thus 
other channel on an inner band. stereo on a disc. Stereophonics are bringing the system back into 
The pickup is by a pair of cart- not new. They have been on tape phase. The only trouble with this 
ridges, one for each band, which for many years, but the high cost is that phasing differs from record 
are mounted on the same tone arm. of these tapes and their playback to record, Since it would be very 
The two channels are amplified equipment limited its popularity. unhandy to have to change termi- 

separately, with final reproduction Cook’s method of disc recording, nals every time an out-of-phase rece 
through earphones, each feeding — which allowed only half as much ae Is played, ine Hive charinel Is 

the es ae The effect is a playing time to be placed on each aie te li te ore emer 
ning. The listener experiences the disc, also was a commercial failure. “ ; " 
same three-dimensional sensation , can be added. One is to add an- 
aneed. by. eo at a 3D The present boom in stereo be- other amplifier and speaker system 
movie. He can point to the various gan when, in 1956, United States — which takes both “hot” leads and 
instruments, and more. important manufacturers heard that British both grounds, combining the two 
than that, the room echos give him Decca (London) had developed a __ signals, and playing them between 
a greater sense of “presence” than single-groove stereo discs system. the original two. This amounts to 

is possible by any other means of Not to be outdone, the engineers playing the monophonic version of 
sound reproduction, at Westrex developed a similar sys- the record at the same time the 

a . ve tem, called the Westrex 45/45 Sys- stereo version is being placed. The 
_ The stercophonic method differs tem which has now become a other method is much more eco- 
from the binaural technique in that standard for all makers of stereo nomical. It simply combines the 
widely spaced microphones are records. Remembering that in Edi- two signals after amplification, and 
used and final playback is through son’s phonograph, the stylus move- sends them to the central speaker 
loudspeakers, spaced from eight to ment was vertical and in Berliner’s system. This central system may 
twelve feet apart. it was lateral, Westrex engineers consist of one speaker, operating 

Four musicians, A, B, C, and D, combined both movements in a from both signals, or it may be two 
are recorded simultaneously by singe groove and designed a cart- speakers, one for each channel, but 
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both contained in the same enclo- The most important thing to tape offers the best all around re- 
sure. keep in mind is that, although sults. Not only is absolute channel 

Experiments have been run to sound reproduction has developed __ separation possible, because of the 

determine whether people pre- © @ very high degree of quality, | completely independent tracks, but 

ferred the third channel, or not. W have by no means reached an the recordings last much longer 

The subjects were blindfolded ultimate point. If “concert-hall than the discs, always free of sur- 

while the engineer switched the realism” were a reality, its effect face noise. Tape recordings, how- 

set-up from two channels to three would be decidedly disconcerting ever, are nearly three times as ex- 

at regular intervals of time. The the listener. Even the best hi-fi pensive as disc recordings, and 

subjects were then asked to eval- _ Stereo set is incapable of reproduc- only the wealthy perfectionists are 
uate each position on a basis of — ing the echos that surround the lis- — able to enjoy the advantages of 
comparison. Of course, they were tener at a concert, for this would tape. Along this line, RCA has pro- 
not told which was being played at Tequire an infinite number of chan- —_posed_a four track, 334 ips tape 
the time. This experiment gave the nels—enough to bring sounds to machine designed to use preloaded 
following facts: the listener’s ears from every pos- tape cartridges (or magazines). 

; sible direction. These cartridges can be slipped 

L Ar ra the third chan- Improvements are contantly be- — into place without fumbling, as 

; ing made, however, and a limiting easily as a disc can be placed on a 

* ohne “ey pee third value is being reached. Certainly a turntable, and should be no more 

3. A slightly smaller majority pre- recorded performance will never costly than stereo discs handling 
ferred ‘the third channel for larse, sound better than the performance, the same amount of program mate- 

symphony orchestras. itself. Since, with every improve- rial. If, and when, this system is 
. ment the listener becomes more introduced to the public, it could 

A possible reason for more critical, progress is inevitable. At well mean the end of the LP disc. 
people preferring the third chan- present, multi-channel magnetic THE END 
nel for vocalists than for symphony 
orchestra might be that the pop- 
ular stereo discs have a much more _ oe 
extreme channel separation than 
the classical discs. The elimination 
of this effect could render the third 
channel unnecessary. As it stands m4 3 = ne 

now, the two channel stereo- |e ee 4 a ao . _ 

phonic system, playing a well re- | FB QQ Fe ae —_ 
corded disc, gives practical results, 4 = mi é 7 = 2G a. 
comparable to those obtained from J , aa pe A ING my \ fe gh ua t 

the theoretically perfect binaural = 7}. cages fe Ac . ‘a ee a a eo. 

system, with its mandatory ear- a are pa \ —\ oe I 

: A Look Into the Future “« —_ Piyy \ > Bo Bg : ee x. 

The present trends may reason- : ial ve i - \ hy 4 - o 

ably be expected to continue. Since ears) \ \ 6 Wf \ a . 

stereo has come upon the scene so eS a 4 \ \\ 4 of | 
rapidly, there will probably be i ve ; \ \\ roe Po 

period os consolidation and Telit LAB ANALYST (top) operates CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE FURNACE used for determining heat 
ment. There is a proposed system | @ carbon determinator for treating specifications in Fafnir's metallurgical laboratory. 
of apts secures, Coreg the ae hecking aes, one" 
ter System, in which the two chan- nician tests ball life with ball 1 
nels ‘are combined additively and | fetisve testing machine. From Fafnir Research today, 
recorded with a monophonic cut- . 
ter. A 25,000 cycle ete is also re- the beari ngs you need tomorrow! 

corded, and this note is frequency- Ball bearing requirements in many areas of | experiment, new and better Fafnir ball 

modulated by the two channels | industry are growing fantastically complex. bearings are “born”. That is why — when 

combined subtratvey. ‘The sum | Metre ene rain rte sn 
‘ i ence signals are atri re ina e for certain a ! 

in produearthe Seid oad lefecbont needs. To help find answers to such vital The Fafnir Bearing Co., New Britain, Conn. 

. problems, engineers at The Fafnir Bearing — write for booklet, “Fafnir Formula For Solving 
nels. Tt is somewhat unfortunate Company are provided with the most Up- gearing Problems” containing description of Fafnir 
that the Westrex 45/45 system has to-date facilities for ball bearing research engineering, research and development facilities. 

become so standardized, because and development, including a completely 

the Minter System is supposed to modernized metallurgical laboratory, and FA F i {| R 
ge highly refined devices for testing bearings, 

produce a more realistic stereo bearing materials, components, and lubri- 

sound, cants. From such resources, and unceasing & BALL BEARINGS 
MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA 
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HUGHES MASTERS FELLOWSHIPS. The Hughes Masters Fellow- — PROGRAM. Participants in this program will receive fellowships that 
ship Program offers unusual opportunities for academic training permit them to attend an outstanding university on a full time basis 
leading to a master's degree... and, in addition, provides each fellow during the regular academic year with a substantial stipend. 
with practical experience in the professional field of his choice. 
A iavatal undead ds will b dé by HUBHeS i Other award winners will be assigned to the WORK STUDY PROGRAM 
tee toc e tilled aptica fe nin oe owl oe ‘ y ea ES i" and will attend a university sufficiently near a facility of the Hughes 

. a ua N le app Aaaiti wi nds at a nto i “ties on i Aircraft Company to permit them to obtain practical experience, in 
i eae wed in bead ! ae euatio are se eat 0 ise Hed @ppHtr a professional field of their choice, by working at the company part 
Cans INFerested HHAUSITess adininistration and eeUcatiels time each week. An appropriate stipend will also be awarded. 
Hughes conducts extensive research and development in the scientific . 5 oy and engineering fields. While working for Hughes, fellows may be After completion of the Master's Program, fellows are eligible to apply 

. assigned to such areas of Research & Development as: microwave for HUGHES STAFF DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS. 
devices, parametric amplifiers, masers, infrared search and track The classified nature of work at Hughes makes eligibility for security 
systems, microminiaturization, antenna arrays, simulation methods, clearance a requirement. 
Propagation, data handling, human factor analysis——and to a . 
variety of engineering areas such as guided missiles, weapons con- Closing date for applications: January 15, 1960. 

trol systems and systems analysis. How to apply: Write Dr. C. N. Warfield, Scientific Education, Hughes 
A selected group of award winners will be offered a FULL STUDY Aircraft Company, Culver City, California. 
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Here is a partial list of the 
unsurpassed variety of ca- 
reer opportunities at Allis 
Chalmers: 

a Types of jobs 

- Research 
Design 
Development 
Manufacturing 

a Application 

Sales 

hgineer ens 
Industries 

. . ‘ Agriculture 

He has confidence born of knowing where he’s going and how he’s Cement 
going to get there. The graduate training program at Allis-Chalmers Chemical 

helped him decide on a specific career — and he had a choice of many. Fomtredtion 
z BAL . lectric Power 

He knows his future is bright because Allis-Chalmers serves the growth Nuclear Power 
industries of the world . . . produces the widest range of industrial Paper 
equipment. He is confident of success because he is following a suc- Petroleum 
cessful pattern set by Allis-Chalmers management. Steel 

ALLIS-CHALMERS & 
A-5882 

wes Equipment 
% 7 Steam Turbines 

Hydraulic Turbines 
ee : 

Ce = Switchgear 

a — ~ Transformers 
am ~=— . : : Electronics 

i y eC ~~ a Reactors 

~ . 3 Kilns 
: ts Crushers 
S : Tractors 

v) Earth Movers ‘ Motors > 
Control 

Pumps 
’ Engines 

Diesel 

Gas 

. 2 Fields 

TO YY Metallurgy 
 % 4 — Stress Analysis 
_ 4 oe i Process Engineering 
_ _ | Mechanical Design 

es eens High Voltage Phenomena 
-_ = Nucleonics 

a Electronics 
ee Hydraulics 

E 4 °° Insulation, Electrical 
/ Thermodynamics 

e | from GTC to “VIP” 
. The graduate training course 

SS helps you decide on your “Very 

. Pa Important Position,” by giving 
4 . x you up to two years of theoretical 

and practical training. This course 

has helped set the pattern of ex- 

ecutive progress since 1904. For 

details write to Allis-Chalmers, 
Graduate Training Section, Mil- 
waukee 1, Wisconsin. 

PU Ld 
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(Continued from page 47) essentially a set of rules to guide — members of the Student Section to 
“Civil Engineering in India” pre- his conduct in circumstances that cultivate and widen one’s circle of 

sented by Professor J. R. Ville- arise in practice. A lengthy, rather friends and acquaintances, partic- 
ee at ‘" October ae verbose, Code of Ethics for Engi- ularly among engineers. 
Also, several meetings each year saps has heen a , >» Na- . : ; i 
are given over to outside speakers onal , a by the N © Discussions before the Bection 

: ‘ 2 parent eet 5: ‘ gineering Sociehes,, an: and the articles in Mechanical En- on technical or professional sub- cluding AS.M.E. While correct in " e s ° 

1S: its admonitions ‘it is not widel ee ieee Uae yore a 
Dates and locations of meetings read and memorized, The Gods trends in developments, Machinery 

are posted on the ASCE bulletin could fori the subject of an inter: and production practices are 

board in the Mechanical Engineer- . « cccemuniee me changing rapidly. New approaches 
ing building lobby, as well as in esting discussion by the Section. are being made to old problems 
various other locations on the en- A third requirement of a Profes- and entirely new concepts are de- 
gineering campus. All student civil sional Engineer is his readiness to veloping. In this ever-changing 
engineers are invited and urged to place his knowledge and expe- situation one has to grow in knowl- 

attend! rience at the service of the public edge with these new developments. 
ve hte muet This can only be done by constant 

and his obligation to keep the pub- and sistant study after leaving 
SPEECH AT THE 50th ANNIVERSARY ic. informed of engineering prog- collage, Th bs ; # dr eee 

OF WISCONSIN STUDENT SEC- ress. Some of such services may be stady “hy “hits ate a] 9 Crop hen 
TION OF A. 5S. M.E. for a fee but often should be freely study habits arter weaving college 

cst cou . soon become the drudges in engi- 
By PROFESSOR A. G. CHRISTIE offered. These services may involve . a 

. wp ge . ae neering services. 
It is difficult to realize that fifty participation in politics and gov- 

years have passed since the Wis- ernment which engineers have You will be particularly inter- 
consin Student Section of A.S.M.E. _ tended to leave to others. Yet, who ested in what’s ahead in Mechan- 
was organized. Yet these years have _ is better qualified to guide national _ ical Engineering? There appear to 
been constructive ones in engineer- policies in regard to the applica- be certain developments that 
ing. Consider some of the changes tion of technical developments to should be considered in choosing a 
that have taken place. modern life than the engineers who line of work after leaving college. 

Travel in 1909 was by horse and develop and commercialize these? In the first place, a disturbing 
carriage, street cars, and railroad How do student sections of — appraisal of jobs has been evident 
trains were hauled by steam loco- A.S.M.E. serve the profession? In in many recent groups of grad- 

motives. Kerosene lamps were in the first place, the Section pro-  uates. They appear to seek posi- | 
general use in all but two areas vides a forum for the discussion of tions where “security” is the major | 
where service was provided by new engineering developments. Ad- _ consideration. This may be a result 
electric lamps with carbon _fila- dresses can cover developmental of family disturbances during and 

ments. The limit of steam turbine and research work carried out at since the War; or, too great reli- 
size was considered to be 25,000 the University and by engineers in ance may be placed on the “wel- 
kilowatts. laboratories or in industry. Most fare state;” or, it may be due to 

Today, one travels in automobiles men come willingly to the Univer- the recent fashion of early mar- 
over splendid highways. Bus trans- sity to give such talks, They like to riage. In any case, this emphasis 

portation dominates city streets. meet the students and some infor- on security may get one into a 
Diesel locomotives haul trains mality should be arranged after the groove where one continues : 

Travel by airplane is general. Horse meeting so that students may be- throughout one’s professional life. 

power has replaced horses on come acquainted with the speaker. In conclusion, I am an optimist 

farms. Electrical service is avail- Student members should be en- on the future opportunities of 

able almost everywhere. An order couraged to discuss the address. nechanical engineers and of their 
has been placed for a steam tur- This trains one in critically analyz- accomplishments. The Profession 
bine of 600,000 kilowatts. ing the statements made in a pub- oF Engineering will receive wider 

One of the most significant lic address and may also bring out recognition with greater respon- 
changes has been the growing rec- — S0ME important point overlooked sibilities in the future and A.S.M.E. 
ognition by the public of the = ™ the original talk. will take a leading part in these ac- 
Profession of Engineering. What A wide circle of friends who tivities. Your Student Section can 
are the obligations of a Profession? — know one’s abilities, is one of the and will do splendid service in pre- 
First, a professional man will base — most valuable assets that an engi- paring men to make notable con- 
his opinions upon knowledge ac-  neer can possess. When one is asked _ tributions in the practice of their 
quired by study, in the case of en- to suggest a man for a given job, profession when you experience 
gineers, of the basic principles of it is natural to mention someone difficulties, you should recall the 
mathematics, mechanics, the phys- that you know and who has the advise of Walter C. Kerr, former 
ical sciences, and economics. He necessary knowledge and expe- president of Westinghouse, who 
reasons from fundamental prem- rience for the job. Almost all my — when asked how to handle a diffi- 
ises. consulting engagements has re- cult problem, replied: “Go as far as 

The conduct of a professional — sulted from the recommendations you can. Then see how much 
engineer should conform to his or- of friends and acquaintances. No further you can go.” 
ganization’s Code of Ethics. This is opportunity should be lost by THE END 
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Th ry vv 
r OLLOW a HE vE ADE R is no game 

with Delco. Long a leader in automotive radio engineering and 

production, Delco Radio Division of General Motors has charted a 

similar path in the missile and allied electronic fields. Especially, we are 

conducting aggressive programs in semiconductor material research, 

and device development to further expand facilities and leadership 

) in these areas. Frankly, the applications we see for semiconductors are 

| staggering, as are those for other Space Age Devices: Computors ... 

Static Inverters . . . Thermoelectric Generators . . . Power Supplies. 

| However, leadership is not self-sustaining. It requires 

periodic infusions of new ideas and new talent—aggressive new talent. 

We invite you to follow the leader—DrLco—to an exciting, 

profitable future. 

If you’re interested in becoming a part of this challenging 

Detco, GM team, write to Mr. Carl Longshore, Supervisor — 

Salaried Employment, for additional information—or talk to our 

representative when he visits your campus. 

CK eo 
<<DELCO Rapio Division oF GENERAL Motors 

Koxomo, INDIANA 
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, ° title and colorful artistic dust Chemical Engineering Progress Sympos- 
Sneed s Review jacket—than you did before, unless ium Series. No. au Nuclear Engineer- 

(Continued from page 42) you are an expert in the subject. ae aa ¥ Ne a Adsorption, Dialy- 2 : sis, and n exchange. 
The reviewer put Murphey’s me EXER a you are liable to Cheng, D. Analysis of Linear Systems. 

book to the acid test. earn something. 1959. 
First he did the most obvious; he The book contains a little bit of Chestnut, H. Servomechanisms and Reg- 

looked up honor societies in the everything—physics, biology, ulating System Design. 1959. 
subject index. Very quickly he trained singing, music, foreign lan- Conference on nonlinear magenetics and 
found the reference to Baird’s Man- guages, accoustics, electronics, mnagnetic amplifiers proceedings, Aug. 
ual of American College Frater- physiology, anecdotes, voice type- C i ; M. Se f Hish Explosives 
nities, which “. . . lists national offi- writers, information theory, stereo- Oba B REIEREE: 100" aati ABIOSMSS. 
ae of fraternities ne ae and high fidelity sound— Cooper, G. Building Construction Esti- 

It also mn udes a Ee rea and then some. mating. 2nd Ed. 1959. 
Stee G oe i to vaclous fra, It is a pretty safe bet that one 

NU ENE DELON EGG EONS 2K day “Man’s World Of Sound” will ternities. wisn |e ; yi rank among this century's great 
Next, the reviewer looked up, scientific literary classics. Both of Speed Control 

“engincering,” in the index. To his its authors are with Bell Telephone (Continued from page 21) 
pleasant surprise, he found this Laboratories. One of them, John R. 
general heading rather completely Pierce, previously authored a book, | ing obtained. In short field take- 
broken down into specific fields: published in 1956, that has alreadly ffs, obtaining maximum _perform- 
accoustical, aeronautical, automo- achieved great eminence: “Elec- | nce can be the critical factor as 
tive, chemical, civil, dictionaries of, trons, Waves and Messages.” to whether or not the airplane 
electrical, electronic, heating and . . clears an obstacle. Berd : : Summing up: Profound though ventilating, marine, materials- it is in spots, “Man’s World of 
mechanical, nuclear, organizations, : Bi, SPOS NaS Normal Cruise sriodicals indexes lant Sound” is a book you can not af- 2 icht. tl dle is ae icals_ on, lor a plant, ford not to read. If you value In cruising flight, the needle is 
product, radio, and railroad. knowledge, you will be glad that normally ee “ the — to 

Also listed as specific subject vou did. the right of h ne Jnicator. ach 
headings were Engineering Ency- ever, should the airplane sEEee 
clopedia; engineers, biographical stalling speed for an zeason, i e 
data on; and Engineers illustrated NEW BOOKS RECEIVED IN THE Speed Control wa Tegister the 
Thesaurus. ENGINEERING LIBRARY danger instantly by a sudden swing 

- . of the needle to the slow position. For a book that does not profess Benjamin, J. Statically Indeterminate 
to be for ages people, this is a Structures. 1959. Landing 
sood one to have within arm’s Berkely, E. Symbolic Logic and Intelli- ‘i Z i gs ouch gent Machines, 1959. In landing the pilot simply slows 

co , iraben? ph sing : the airplane until the Indicator : “ “ , » Birchenall, C, Physical Metallurgy. 1959. : = Summing up: “How and Where Back BO hieal -C feait needle is centered, meaning the : Tes fe = aluable ack, E. Graphica communication; aiexlanea de ¢ nacht. 7 " 
to Look It Up is a Ve BY. valu able Drafting, Sketching, and Blueprint airplane 18 approaching the land work for any “information seeker Reading. 1959. ing field at its optimum airspeed. 
—from layman to educator—from Booker, H. An Approach to Electrical Aircraft weight, wing flap position, 
engineering specialist to technical Science. 1959. and configuration are all auto- 
executive. Booth, A. Automation and Computing. matically compensated for. The 

1958. airplane is brought to the landing 
: Bouchard, H. Surveying. 1959. strip at its minimum safe speed 

MAN'S WORLD OF SOUND Bowden, F. Fast Reaction in Solids. eliminating high speed landings 
By J. R. PIERCE and E. E. DAVID, JR. 1958. with the resultant excessive wear 

287 pages. Price: $5.00 Bowker. Enginecring Statistics. 1959. on tires and brakes excessive re- 
The authors state (in the singu- Brown, K. Package Design Engincering. verse pitch operations (using the 

lar person), “I shall be disap- 1959. propeller for braking by reversing 
pointed if the reader does not en- Browne. Introduction to the Theory of the pitch of the propeller), and 
joy this book, and if he does not Determinants and Matrices. 1958. possible overshooting of the run- 

A r( ‘ Process Equi y esion: learn something from it. I shall be Brownell, L. Process Equipment Design: way. 
equally disappointed if he is able Messel Deslan: -1909. 
ti Ine A wstand it in ac le f Burghardt, H. Machine Tool Operation. Through use of fundamental 
hi MIDE SESEANS. AE Ns as COUPE O 5th Ed, 1959. aerodynamic phenomena and elec- 
On, Carrier, W. Modern Air Conditioning, tronics, the Speed Control indica- . . . 2 P . : The authors will not be disap- Heating, and Ventilation. 3rd Ed. tor provides the pilot with precise, 
pointed; what they say is com- C ee. oe , accurate, and continuous lift in- 
pletely true. After you have read Hew, Verano Seats Conduction of formation. Use of the information 
this book you will come away Sica ei attained enables the pilot to obtain : ’ ? Chaimowitsch, E. Olhydraulik. 2nd Ed. : ‘ knowing much more of speech and 1958. maximum performance with ex- 
hearing—which is what the book is Chaussin, C. Metallurgie, Vol. 2; Elab- treme safety. 
about despite its rather “catchy oration des Metaux, 1959. THE END 
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e Flight data systems are essential equipment for ments. Pioneer in this and other flight and electronic 
all modern, high speed aircraft. In the AiResearch systems, AiResearch is also working with highly sen- 
centralized system, environmental facts are fed to a__ sitive temperature controls for jet aircraft, autopilot 
central analog computer (above), which in turn indi- systems, submarine instrumentation, transistorized 

cates to the pilot where the aircraft is, how it is amplifiers and servo controls for missile application, 

performing, and makes automatic control adjust- and ion and radiation measuring devices. 

EXCITING FIELDS OF INTEREST 

FOR GRADUATE ENGINEERS 

| Diversity and strength in a company offer the engi- AiResearch is also working with hydraulic and hot 
| neer a key opportunity, for with broad knowledge gas control systems for missiles. 

and background your chances for responsibility and, Environmental Control Systems—pioneer, leading devel- 

advancement are greater. oper and supplier of aircraft and spacecraft air con- 
The Garrett Corporation, with its AiResearch ditioning and pressurization systems. 

Divisions, is rich in experience and reputation. Its : : ; 
5 Fed ; ‘ ‘ ¢ Gas Turbine Engines—world’s largest producer of small 

diversification, which you will experience through ‘ - : . 
: ; ; ‘ gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500 delivered 

an orientation program lasting over a period of f 2 
: : ranging from 30 to 850 horsepower. 

months, allows you the best chance of finding your 
most profitable area of interest. Should you be interested in a career with The 

i. # ‘ y Garrett Corporation, see the magazine “The Garrett 
Other major fields of interest include: Corporation and Career Opportunities” at your Col- 

e Missile Systems—has delivered more accessory lege placement office. For further information write 

power units for missiles than any other company. to Mr. Gerald D. Bradley... 

THE és CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona. 

Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, MISSILE, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
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Ii (i [| ...who are Engineers, look twice 

at the many advantages 
bat . Pa CONVAIR-POMONA offers 
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Mer hen, pi 'W PROGRAMS at Convair-Pomona, offer excellent 
i ce ee | opportunities today for Engineers. Convair-Pomona, created 

a e.DhmUmlLC the Army’s newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired MISSILE and 
4 |. developed the Navy's ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES. 
 -.hrrmrmr Many other, still highly classified programs, 

: 4 stimulating the imagination of the most progressive thinking 

Bole : i : a scientist and engineer are presently at various stages 

| of 2 of development. 

} Aa _ | Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced | 
A “7 |. _ Bachelors, Masters and Doctorates in the fields 

ee _ i. _ of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. 

‘| “rl ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the 
‘ “ho A _ a competent engineer as rapidly as his capabilities will permit 
\ fs Ft aa : oS in currently expanding programs. 

—  —t—i‘“_ PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT-CONVAIR-POMONA’S 
Ve 4 | facility is of modern design and completely air-conditioned. 
i | _— - You will work with men who have pioneered the missile 
le DW industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced 
; _ programs in existence. 

Ia fl ADVANCED EDUCATION — Tuition refund is provided 
- _ for graduate work in the field of your speciality. Company 

yO - — sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer the 
Ld / / finest of educational opportunities. 

ou Et. CALIFORNIA LIVING — Suburban Pomona offers lower 
i ff. _ living costs and moderate priced property, unexcelled recre- 
tO | Lo a ational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic and the 
\4 . a ultimate in comfort and gracious living. 

a / al 
_ : 4 oe Contact your placement office immediately to assure yourself of a 

> - campus interview with Convair-Pomona. 

i > 4 ’ If personal interview is not possible send resume and grade transcript 
S { to B. L, Dixon, Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept. CM500 

‘ - Pomona, California. 

CONVAIR/POMONA 
a Division of 

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 
POMONA, CALIFORNIA 
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| T: an anti-friction bearing that’s geometrically de- to resist wear, tough on the inside to resist shock. 

signed to give true rolling motion—and precision- This prolongs the life of Timken bearings. And the 

made to live up to that design. Here’s how you, asan _ steel we start with is the best. It’s nickel-rich for 

engineer, can benefit from Timken® bearings: toughness. 

Tapered design enables a Timken roller bearing < 

A. to take any combination of both radial and What is Better-ness? t's our word for the 

thrust loads. You'll often find that one Timken bearing result of the ceaseless American urge to make machines 

does the load-carrying job of two ball or straight that do more, do better, do faster. Our engineers help 

roller bearings. make Better-ness possible. They’ve pioneered every 

Full line contact between rollers and races gives major tapeted follck bearing advances And they work 

B. Timken bearings extra load-carrying capacity. right atthe: drawing bowed wath engineers of every 

This enables a design engineer to cram maximum major industry. It’s exciting, rewarding work with a 

capacity into minimum space. And Timken bearings can future. 

be pre-loaded for accurate gear or spindle alignment. If you would like to help create Better-ness on our 

C Case carburization makes the steel of Timken engineering team, write Manager, College Relations, 

e bearing races and rollers hard onthe outside The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

i 

BETTER-NESS rolls on JE 

® uf > ‘ 4% A 
i i ee 

tapered roller bearings 

First in bearing value for 60 years 
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Then there was the time the An E.E. caught his girl in an Typist: “But professor, isn’t the 
good looking blonde drove down M.E.’s arms. To their startled ex- same exam you gave last year? 
University Avenue when the rear pression he calmly said: Professor: “Yes, but I've changed 
tire went flat near the M.E. build- “I don’t mind if you neck with — the answers.” 
ing. As she got out of her T-bird, my girl, but there’s going to be a woe 
me ea ; few ME. s walle iy and heck of a fight if you don't take And then there was the Comm. . 
she asked, Wonder if you'd help your hand off my frat pin. student who ruined the E.E’s new 
a girl in trouble?” One of them re- . ae ; | : «ag eo calculator by dividing a number by plied, “Sure we can. Just what g6is Gd buemindvout the bearings 
type of trouble do you want to Student: “I got a bottle of gin Zero ane OW Bo anings. 

get into?” for my wife.” eee 

Prof: “Sounds like a good trade.” Home from the Capitol, a busi- 
® a nessman looked out of the window 

and saw a big log floating down 
“Do you have to keep the women E.E.: “I hear the administration the river. He pointed it out to his 

inmates separate from the men?” is trying to stop drinking.” engineering friend and said, “That 
inquired the visitor at the asylum. M.E.: “Is that right? The first reminds me of Washington. There 

“Sure!” replied the attendant. thing you know they will be try- are about 10,000 ants on it and 
“These people here ain't as crazy ing to make the students stop too.” each one thinks he’s steering it.” 
as you think.” ss op ae a4 % 

; Then there was the young army Prof.: “Give me a definition of a 
“ doctor who had diagnosed the ail- catalyst.” 

ment of one of the men, but not Ch. E.: “A catalyst is like a shot 
Notice to the Borden Co. knowing what to do with his lim- gun at wedding; it promotes ac- 

We are a little short of milk just ited facilities wired the base hos- tion to take place without itself 
now. ... pital: “Have a case of beriberi. being altered.” 

Some of our best cows are out What shall I do?” cone 
having a bull session. The message was taken by a . . . 

young technician at the base who The efficiency professor died 
a wired back: “Give it to the engi- after many years of faithful serv- 

. neers. They'll drink anything.” ice, and the university arranged 

an elaborate funeral. The _pall- 
A Ch. E. went to the Student “ee bearers were carrying the casket 

Infirmary. Min. E.: “My roommate says when suddenly the coffin lid 
“Doc,” he said, “I feel so terrible there are some things a girl popped up and the expert sat up 

it makes me want to kill myself.” shouldn't do before twenty.” and said, “If you'd put this thing 
“Now, now,” said the doctor, Met. E.: “Well, personally, 1 on rollers, you can cut your time 

“You just leave that to us.” don’t like a large audience either.” by 37.3%.” 
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How to put wings on a warehouse ~@ | » 

y Ay d Giving overseas air bases what amounts to local warehouse service on 
_ a | ul 7 (| important parts is an Air Force objective. Its present system has slashed 

— ~~  . €. delivery schedules up to 20 times...saved taxpayers several bi/lion dollars 
_ 4 over the past decade. To improve it further, Douglas has been selected to 

8 2 4 Cm develop specifications for a comprehensive Material Handling Support 
Dh tg 4 b System involving better communications, control, cargo handling and 

y : loading, packaging and air terminal design. Douglas is well qualified for 

: : this program by its more than 20 years in all phases of cargo transport. Air 

| FF logistics is only one area of extensive Douglas operations in aircraft, missile 

: ' i ° a f= and space fields in which outstanding openings exist for qualified scientists 

4 ii § and engineers. Write to C. C. LaVene, Box P-600, Douglas Aircraft Company, 
i eee ‘i Santa Monica, California. | 

Se ees Vg oo. r . ‘ ¢ 

ee Se al a Schuyler Kleinhans and Charles Glasgow, Chief Engineers of the Santa | 
eragth Wale raattt alee . we : ‘ 
a ee cae Monica and Long Beach Divisions, go over air transport needs relating | 
gol : : to advanced cargo loading techniques with DOUGLAS | 

Ea : Donald W. Douglas, dr., President of | 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Ml MILITARY AIRCRAFT Ill DC-8 JETLINERS Ill CARGO TRANSPORTS Ml AIRCOMB Ill GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
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7 So You Think eF O Ou in 

: Youre SMART! ou re i 

[ by Sneedly, PhD ’84 

As a special Christmas favor to 2. The professor was a pedes- 
all the campus morons, I am pre- trian for 55 minutes. The chauffeur 
senting three very simple problems was on the road ten minutes less 

this month for your solutions. Al] than usual. This ten minutes must 

ONOR requires that I un- that is needed to win the ten dol- be composed of the time it would 
H equivocally deny a_ vicious lars is speed in running to the mail- take to drive from the point where 

tumor that has been cir box with the correct answers. ae professor got in the car to the 

culating on the engineering cam- . / / _ railroad station and back or five 
pus. Te is wbsolwiel not true that . 1. What 18 the smallest number minutes each way. Since the pro- 
1 was called to the offlce of the m which the digits are reversed fessor’s train was one hour early his : 

Madison district attorney to answer when 2 is added to its double? walking time must be one hour | 
questions concerning the awarding 2, A man bought a watch for minus five minutes or 55 minutes. : 
of the ten dollars for the first cor- $103, including the tax. He paid 3. The probability of the Blue- ) 
rect set of solutions to the prob- for it in eight bills, but they were sox winning the series is 13/16. 2 
lems. I deny that Thave been giv- not five twenties and three ones, This is one minus the probability 
ing our the solutions or even the and there were no one-dollar bills of their winning just zero or one : 
problems to certain close friends or among the eight. How did he pay game in five attempts, or 1-(1/16 
relatives before they appear in the for the watch? + 2/16). The computation must 

Engineer.” The mere fact that my 3. If a steel band were stretched be made on the basis of five games 

roommate won the ten dollars for tight around the earth at the equa- even though the series might term- 
the month of October means noth- tor so that ittoushed it avenavhere inate before all five games are 

ath and re anyone to ae how much would the band have played. | 
otherwise. By the way congratula- » increased in le if it were ‘ 
tions to my cousin, Joe Snoedly of ig te tone ts ‘ in, Length af " Tie Send any questions, answers, | ve ph OS One y. placed one foot off the earth all the complaints, or death threats to: 
Mendota State, for winning No- way around? Assume that the earth . , . oo 
vember’s prize money. is level at the equator, SNEEDLY 

Now to more pleasant matters. The correct answers to Novem- c/o The Wisconsin Engineer 
Here are two little calculus teasers ber’s problems are: Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 
to put you ina happy problem solv- 1. The check was wri ce, Madison, Wisconsin 
ing mood for this Christmas issue. ay in nh ee WEED tor The answers to the calculus 
The answers are given at the end $14.32. At first this problem might teasers: 
af the article: seem insolvable because you can 

. only write one equation in two un- d (cabin) . 

1. Integrate the expression knowns. But you do have the addi- 1. i cabn log cabin + 
d (cabin) tional information that both of the G = be alsa 

cabin unknowns must be integers. Care- o MSE ROn 
ful examination of the equation 2. (Hi-Ho) = Hi d (Ho) + 

2. Find the total differential of and a little thought should give the Ho d (Hi) and a Merry 

the function (Hi Ho). right answer. Christmas to all. 
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Design problems are studied and solutions 
suggested by high-speed motion pictures that 
slow down motion so that it can be studied 

There’s hardly a spot in business and IN PRODUCTION 

industry today where photography does 

not play a part at simplifying or easing ‘eo: ys a . 1 ‘| ee ‘ 

work and routine. It works in research, gae¢ Cl £ an | 

on the production line, in the engineer- ie | Bf ‘ea 

ing and sales departments, in the office. , ie “ a 

And everywhere it saves ume and costs. | aA: ‘3 ee 

You will find it valuable in whatever aner dl | | te Jy 

you do. So be sure to look into all the hho i i © 

ways it can help. , 2 r Le AY é - @¢@ agen vs 

. EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Production line assemblers, working 

from photographic color transparencies, 

quickly and accurately connect the 

| Rochester 4, N.Y. jntrieare rmyeoo! nnultieeoloned wines, 

CAREERS WITH KODAK: i? a SS 

With photography and photographic > ~ 8 —- | 

processes becoming increasingly impor- ss _ “a —o* 2 
Vg ee A 

tant in the business and industry of _ 2 AA yO 

tomorrow, there are new and challeng- CO ms ap 
y ie % ‘ D _ : ‘ae 8 LL EC in, 
ing opportunities at Kodak in research, Z 7] Sef zy a he 

enginecring, electronics, design, sales, _ . So Leal | 

and production. Photographs play a major role in providing 

- . 5 ‘ management with an up-to-date record of 

If you are looking for such an inter- physical facilities —plants, branches and | 

esting opportunity, write for informa- salesmathees: L 

tion about careers with Kodak. Address: & A 

Business and Technical Personnel & Li 

Department, Eastman Kodak Company, Lr 
: of 

Rochester 4, N. Y. Py Koc Ae



rN ae v q One of a series* 

_~=—-_:—Cs,, i. & i 
#£}+%=§—f  -« : . . ) | til SF 2 | Interview with General Electric’s 

"ees 4 . we | Charles F. Savage 

(‘e | | Consultant—Engineering Professional Relations 

\ a i f ° | ° ° \" , How Professional Societies 
ae | : —_ Help Develop Young Engineers 

. . A 

Q. Mr. Savage, should young engineers Q. What contribution is the young en- courage employees to join pro- 
join professional engineering socie- gineer expected to make as an ac- fessional societies. Why? Because ties? tive member of technical and pro- General Electric shares in recog- A. By all means. Once engineers fessional societies? nition accorded any of its indi- 
have graduated from college A. First of all, he should become vidual employees, as well as the 
they are immediately “on the active in helping promote the common pool of knowledge that | 
outside looking in,” so to speak, objectives of a society by prepar- these engineers build up. It can’t 
of a new social circle to which ing and presenting timely, well- help but profit by encouraging 
they must earn their right to be- conceived technical papers. He such association, which sparks 
long. Joining a professional or should also become active in and stimulates contributions. 
technical society represents a organizational administration. Right now, sizeable numbers of 
good entree. This is self-development at work, General Electric employees, at 

Q. How do these societies help young for such efforts can enhance the all levels in the Company, belong engineers? Personal stature and reputation to engineering societies, hold re- | 
or of the individual. And, I might sponsible offices, serve on work- | A. The members of plese societies add that professional develop- ing committees and handle im- ! 

mature, knowledgeable men— ment is a continuous process, portant assignments. Many are 
os ah, ebiedtion < hae es Starting prior to entering col- recognized for their outstanding Fete neo gates Hem lege and progressing beyond contributions by honor and | aes ane eeen Se retirement. Professional aspira- medal awards. 
essional people—are custodians tions may change but learnin: . 

of a specialized body or fund of covers a nersom's entire life Scat These general observations em- knowledge to which they have And, of course, there are dues to phasize that General Electric 
three definite responsibilities. be paid. The amount is grad- does encourage participation. In 
The first is to generate new uated in terms of professional indication of the importance of 
knowledge and add to this total stature gained and should al- this view, the Company usually 
fund. The second is to utilize ways be considered as a personal defrays a portion of the expense 
this fund of knowledge in service investment in his future. accrued by the men involved in 
to society. The third is to teach supporting the activities of these ‘ : Q. How do you go about joining pro- ‘ izati . this knowledge to others, includ- | PI various organizations. Remem. 
ing young engineers. fessional groups? ber, our goal is to see every man 

vee , A. While still in school, join student advance to the full limit of his Qa Specifically, what benefits accrue chapters of societies right on capabilities. Encouraging him to 
from belonging to these groups? campus. Once an engineer is out join Professional Societies is one 

A. There are many. For the young working in industry, he should way to help him do so, 
engineer, affiliation serves the contact local chapters of techni- Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet 
practical purpose of exposing his cal and professional societies, or “Your First 5 Years” published by 
work to appraisal by other scien- find out about them from fellow the Engineers’ Council for Profes- 

tists em ougncers Most impor- engineers. sional Development which you may 
ag Howeten fee uieal soeienics Q. Does General Electric encourage par- have for the asking. Simply write to 

f 2 8 | " hei ticipation in technical and_profes- Mr. C. F. Savage, Section 959-12, of work crucial to their own. sional societies? General Electric Co., Schenectady These oungeyiatines are a Ene At eae of é _ 5, N.Y. 
source of ideas— meeting col- - It certainly does. Genera lec- 
leagues and talking with them, tric progress is built upon cre- 
reading reports, attending meet- ative ideas and innovations. The *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 
ings and lectures. And, for the Company goes to great lengths cussing: Salary © Why Companies 
young engineer, recognition of to establish a climate and in- have Training Programs © How to 
his accomplishments by asso- centive to yield these results. Get the Job You Want. 
ciates and organizations gener- One way to get ideas is to en- 
ally heads the list of his aspira- 
tions. He derives satisfaction 
from knowing that he has been G E N E R A L HG E LE CT R | C 
identified in his field.
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